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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background on teak cultivation in Lao PDR

Some 80% of the population of Lao PDR depends on forest and forest products for their
livelihoods, with forest resources having a major impact on the country’s economy and
peoples’ subsistence. People utilize forests for many purposes such as fuel and
construction wood, collecting non-timber forest products (NFTPs), water management,
soil protection ans shelter (Saunders et al. 2014). The scarce resources of natural teak
have been diminished considerably and the sources are deteriorating despite government
attempts to reduce illegal logging. There is global interest in replacing natural teak with
plantation grown teak due to growing demand and reduced availability of natural teak
due to forest exploitation (Ball et al. 2000).
In 1942 teak plantations were established for the first time in Lao PDR under the French
Colonial Administration in response to perceived shortages in native forest resources.
The government has encouraged farmers and landlords to establish teak plantation for
the past 40 years by providing tax reliefs and entitlements to land or commodities. Many
of planted teak sites are run by private, small-scale owners and therefore accurate figures
of plantation area according to existing information cannot be estimated (Midgley et al.
2007a). There has been a shift over the past 20 years from government owned largescale teak plantations into private owned small-scale forestry or agroforestry systems
(Ball et al. 1999). The conventional ways to grow (with limited management inputs),
and trade teak (through close contacts) among smallholders in the rural areas are formed
by time. Privileged traders and company representatives with market information have
been able to partly exploit and arrange deals in a biased way. Farmers struggling with
their subsistence are forced to put most of their effort into time-consuming daily
activities such as rice cultivation in order to make a living. (MacLean 2014). It is rather
complicated to change from high density teak plantations into well managed
agroforestry due to a lack of knowledge, the risk of failure, and lost opportunity costs
(e.g. off-farm work or rice paddies requiring a lot of work) (Newby et al. 2014).
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Farmers in Lao PDR generally have several alternative ways of earning a living, with
teak only being one, and often not the most important. When deciding what to plant,
they may not have time to carry out ‘trials’ for different agricultural crops or tree
species. Teak smallholders have limited silvicultural management skills for optimizing
the quality of the wood (e.g. larger diameter and high stem quality) and cannot
experiment different silvicultural options. Hence, they sell poorly managed, low quality
wood with low price. Moreover, smallholders are not able to maximize economic benefit
from teak planting only due to defective management but also because of government’s
weak incentives to apply thinning and the lack of market information (Dieters et al.
2014). Only a few of local teak processors work directly in cooperation with farmers,
while commonly the wood is procured via local middlemen or an external trader. This
enables the price to accumulate by jumps along the value chain allowing farmers to be
paid only a marginal proportion of the end-use price on market (Laity, ECOS 2010).
In Lao PDR the shares of the value of sold teak trees are being spread over the farmer,
middleman and buyer variably. The formal sales channel of teak is highly regulated and
involves time-consuming bureaucracy in accordance with the national laws. This allows
related stakeholders to benefit from the steps according to the level of understanding
loopholes and what could be exploited (Flanagan et al. 2014). In Indonesia and
respectively in Lao PDR, middlemen can attain double or even triple price for the trees
at the factory gate than at farm gate (Kallio et al. 2012). However, in Lao PDR the key
issues are associated with people’s perfunctory attitude to work and the importance of
financial compensation on a daily basis prolong procedures and make individual actions
complicated. In order to address the ineffectual environment of teak marketing and
examine relevant fundamentals for upcoming projects, the information given in this
study is important to acknowledge (Said 2015).
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1.2

Research objectives

The general objective of this study was to analyze the first two phases of teak supply
chain in Northern Lao PDR, and more specifically to examine the path of commercial
teak from forest to primary processing. Overall, a full range of activities is required to
bring a product for its consumption, through different phases to its final consumer.
However, in order to emphasize teak smallholders point of view only two phases are
studied closely. This approach attempts to uplift the socio-economic condition of
involved actors, as it guides improvement in the productivity of the entire sector, i.e.
each of the actors related with the value chain benefit from it (Weijers et al. 2006). The
objectives and questions of this study are inspired by the ACIAR projects ‘Value Adding
to Lao Plantation Timber Products 1’ (VALTIP 1) and VALTIP 2, and its supported
Luang Prabang Teak Program (LPTP). The following are the specific objectives:
(1) Find out what is the current situation with local (farmers, traders, authorities and
companies) and external actors in maintaining and harmonizing the marketing
channel.
(2) Determine the impacts of middlemen versus alternative sales channels on
farmers’ income generation.
(3) Examine the formation of regulatory fees and charges on teak wood price by
phases from plantation to processing
The research generates new knowledge on the implications of middlemen, and current
issues within Lao teak markets and policy. Furthermore, this research provides insight to
possible impacts of using refined structure involving middlemen in teak market system
and alternative techniques in conducting transactions. The hypothesis of this study is:
Middlemen contribute to, rather than create negative impacts on, transactions for teak
planting smallholders.
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2

CONTEXT OF SMALLHOLDER TEAK IN LAO PDR

2.1

Features and use of teak

Teak is a unique tree species growing in the tropics, and has been cultivated in
plantations for more than 150 years in plantations (Midgley et al. 2015). When growing
under optimal conditions, teak is a highly productive tree species. The optimal
conditions for a strong growth are the following: the growth area is located in the
vicinity of the equator, less than 1000 m altitude, planted on sites with a marked dry
season, annual rainfall 1250–3750 mm, minimum temperature 13–17 °C and maximum
temperatures of 30–43 °C (Pandey and Brown 2000) and the soil should be nutritious
and deep. In addition, soil should be well drained but not too high (Kollert and
Cherubini 2012). Teak can grow up to 45 meters tall and attain a diameter of up to 2,4
meters, however, normally plantation trees are felled from 25 to 45 cm diameter at
breast height (dbh) through the scale. On a good substrate teak can reach 35-45 cm dbh
in just over 20 years (Paulson and Hjelm 2004).
Desirable properties for processing are strength with lightness and dimensional stability
(under high humidity or winter season), in addition decay resistance facilitates the way
to an end-product allowing longer periods of storage. Desirable properties of the stem
are a large proportion of heartwood and high dry density. For the transportation, teak log
shipments must not have either insects nor fungi, especially if transported long distances
as the logs may not be inspected for such. Consequently, remarkable deterioration in
quality and thus industrial workability may occur (Midgley et al. 2015b). The risk of
termite, fungus, chemical, water and weather damage increases the urgency of
transportation from the site.
Teak timber is mellow in colour, ranging from golden to brown, with a fine grain and
smooth texture. Compared with other industrial woods, teak is a medium weight, strong
wood of average hardness. Because of its strength, pleasing colour, attractive figure and
favourable working and finishing properties, teak is one of the most popular tropical
hardwoods, in high demand for furniture, shipbuilding, decorative building components
(such as doors, window frames and flooring), construction materials and reconstituted
4

products (Midgley et al. 2015b). Especially the properties of heartwood enable the
reputation. Hence the demand for teak remains relatively high and the current production
capacity cannot fulfil the gap between supply and demand. Consequently teak preserves
a high price in markets.
The required features of teak timber on the markets include straightness, minimal taper, fluting and -knots, a small proportion of juvenile wood, a large proportion of heartwood,
and the optimal tree density and strength (Pérez and Kanninen 2005). Ladrach (2009)
states that a knotless stem can be achieved through early pruning, when the knot-points
remain in the vicinity of the wood core. In Northern Lao PDR many smallholders have
acknowledged the importance of pruning to achieve knot-free and clean stems. In a
sense they also understand the idea of thinnings, but despite this, they do not apply
thinnings due to the ‘green bank’ thinking which affects the competitiveness of Lao
timber. ‘Green bank’ is a source of money, only in a form of trees. Moreover when
international buyers are seeking for thick, long, straight and clean logs, Lao teak is seen
less desirable and suitable raw material. (Souksavath pers comm).
An interest in foldable and lightweight furniture among consumers and designers are
challenging teak as lumber. In addition design trends tend to be heavily influenced by
Western and Japanese firms, which have little interest in promoting tropical hardwoods.
Overall, the diminishing availability of natural teak on the markets and applied shorter
rotations of teak plantation are converting appreciated high value timber with high
heartwood proportion into fast-growing inferior timber. The outcome properties
resemble to many other internationally traded wood giving no distinguished status for
teak. (Garden International 2009 [Belleville and Fideles 2014]).
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2.2

Teak plantations in Northern Lao PDR

The northern Province of Luang Prabang has approximately 15 000 ha of teak, of which
98% is managed and occupied by farmers and the private sector. Most of the farmers’
teak holdings are under 1 ha in size, although they may range in size from a few
scattered few trees up to some 5 ha. Normally areas larger than 5 ha are owned by
people from towns, foreign investors, or companies ensuring own wood supply (Dieters
et al. 2014). Annual teak plantation harvests are monitored and allowed by the provincial
administration through collecting records of plantation activities and leaning on
harvesting Quota System presented below. Due to the poor quality and coverage of the
road network and lack of decent harvesting and hauling equipment, most of the teak
plantations are in close proximity to existing roads, river access and villages. Manual
harvesting and hauling made by only using band saws and human labour leads to high
transportation costs and is time comsuming. And importantly, log quality deteriorates
and optimal dimensions are not being produced with this inefficient approach to taking
logs from a woodlot/site to a farm gate (Midgley et al. 2012).

2.2.1 Teak smallholders
Newby et al. (2014) divide smallholders into three classes indicating adaptiveness of
teak planting. First, households with adequate land resources but scarce labor due to the
effects of local economic development are better able to establish and hold onto teak
woodlots, but less able to adopt beneficial management techniques. Second, landconstrained households are motivated to follow a path of land-used intensification, but
need more productive agroforestry systems to sustain incomes over time. And third,
households that are induced to plant teak mainly by land-use policies that threaten to
deprive them of their land, struggle to efficiently manage or hold on to their woodlots in
the long term.
There is a diverse range of livelihoods within villages in Luang Prabang. According to
Newby et al. (2014), analysis teak planting is more extensive among households with a
longer history of settlement, higher education and where members had off-farm sources
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of income, and where the household had access to paddy land (and so was more likely to
be self-sufficient in rice). For these households, teak planting was a land-use option that
required less labour input and, if managed effectively, could substantially improve
household income. As distinct from the aforementioned attributes, land-constrained
households are depended on shifting cultivation, where in turn they cultivate only a few
lots simultaneously and then move to lots that are rich in nutrients and let the ones with
little nutrients go to fallow (not in the sample villages of this study). They generally
need to borrow land for upland rice production on the condition that they maintain the
planted teak for the owner in agroforestry system; i.e. teak intercropped for a couple of
years with rice (MacLean 2014).
Smallholders generally perceive their teak plantations as being “green bank’ from where
they can quickly and easily derive money by selling their timber (for family purposes
such as school expenses or sudden needs such as a funeral). For smallholders, income
from main crops, cash crops and NTFPs intercropped with teak enable the longer-term
investment and rotation period for teak. The main agricultural products so far associated
with teak are rice (upland rice), cassava, pineapple, sesame, Job’s tears, and in lesser
amounts honey, rattan and bamboo. Midgley et al. (2007a) in profitability estimations
display that smallholder teak planting is most feasible and profitable in economic terms
when it is associated with agricultural crops. Understanding this, Burapha Agroforestry
Company (BAFCO) operating in Laos has developed partnership models with
smallholders where the company leases the land for tree planting (eucalyptus, and
acacia) from a farmer but allows a taungya system (i.e. when trees are planted in
association with an agricultural crop which controls weeds) in the plantation for the first
years: first rice, later on cassava or sugar cane. So far, teak is mainly grown by the
wealthy and middle income groups (McWhirter pers comm 2015).
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Table 1 Profitability assessment of alternative farming systems (Midgley
et al. 2007a)

NPV

Farming system

(LAK/ha)

Traditional long fallow

a

Return

to

Return

to

labour

labour relative

LAK/pd

to wage rate a

5 426 975

25 521

2.03

Transitional short fallow

13 400 276

28 421

2.26

Unmanaged teak

24 302 056

71 355

5.66

Managed teak

31 843 071

91 340

7.25

Integrated teak–paper mulberry, with thinning

24 928 837

46 384

3.68

Integrated teak–paper mulberry, without thinning

39 712 038

66 444

5.27

Wage rate for farm labour is 12,600 LAK per day

Teak plantation is a long-term investment and the majority of returns can be expected
only after some 15+ years what is the major obstacle for smallholders. Agroforestry
systems are therefore promoted and applied to improve the profitability of the
investment and also to ensure income during the first years of rotation (Midgley et al.
2007a). BAFCO is working in collaboration with farmers to lease their land for tree
growing but allowing and encouraging the farmers to intercrop agricultural products
with teak (Redman et al. 2015).

2.2.2 Issues in land allocation and tenure for smallholders
Land tenure is not guaranteed and villagers’ perception of secure land use rights
conflicts with the state’s views. According to Saunders et al. (2014), although majority
of individual plantations are occupied by smallholders, government claims to own
99,9% of the forest land in Lao PDR. Ownerships and attributes of land tenure are
defined in various paragraphs of the Law and applied at different levels. With respect to
inconsistency, Lao PDR has yet Least Developed County (LDC) status while the country
is achieving to graduate from this status. At the current pace of development Lao PDR
has made a commitment to increase and restore the forest cover up to 70% of the total
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country’s area (planted forest area of 500 000 ha, mainly based on rubber, eucalypts,
acacias and teak) by 2020 through the policy of Sustainable Forest Management and
Restoration. This policy is under the Forest Strategy 2020 (FS 2020) of the Government
of Lao PDR (GoL) (Smith 2014). However, this is not likely be attained due to illegal
forest conversion (Ketpanh et al. 2012). A geospatial analysis indicate that tree cover
declined between 80 000 and 170 000 ha per year between 2006 and 2012 (Global
Forest Watch 2014). Dr. Boupphanouvong, President of the Committee on Economy,
Planning and Finance of the National Assembly of Lao PDR, identified the following
concerns in preventing conflicts and ensuring sustainability of the scarce land resource
(forests) as well as alleviating poverty of rural people:

Ensuring that the vast majority of Lao households in both urban and rural areas
have secure land rights (e.g. official acknowledgement of traditional land rights
before land is opened up to foreign investors);
Ensuring clarity and consistency in the legal framework and implementing
guidelines;
Ensuring effective institutional and administrative capacity at central and local
levels to administer and monitor land transactions;
Raising awareness amongst citizens about the terms, opportunities, and risks
associated with various land-use scenarios before foreign investors are invited to
Lao PDR; and
Ensuring transparency in all land-related transactions so that citizens and local
communities can monitor how well laws and regulations are being implemented,
effectively performing ‘watchdog’ function at a local level
Under the promotion of the National Export Strategy (NES) Government of Lao PDR
has reserved an extending area for large-scale foreign direct investments (FDI) in
agriculture, forestry and other sectors in terms of targeting foreign investors to bring
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new technology and market access. The concessions (right to operate in certain places)
and leases (land borrowed under conditions) granted to investors are criticized of having
no adherence to national regulations and with little regard to customary tenure. As
national, provincial and district governments are able to make land agreements, the lack
of coordination between these parties causes inertia and confusion at different scales.
Adherence in equitable land allocation between individual farmers and foreign
companies decreases responsible investments (from organizations and companies with
high social safeguards) and deteriorates an opportunity to improve livelihood for Lao
citizens (particularly people illegally displaced by concessions). (Saunders et al. 2014).

2.2.3 Quota system in Lao PDR
Quota system in association with timber supply controls the amount of harvested wood
and thus timber flows within provinces. However, as observed the system incorporates
overlooking and discrepancies in data. A significant harvested volume of timber is
approved through Local (Provincial) Regulated Quotas without any approval from the
Central Government (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) and National
Assembly). In principle, MAF and National Assembly are responsible for allocating
quotas to Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Offices (PAFO) based on an annual
budget and assessment of log availability in the province. The overall weakness in the
quota system is the lack of a direct link between allocated quota volumes and planned
harvesting areas within classified production forest areas (PFA), infrastructure projects
or village forest use areas (a special quota for such projects), which cause the provincial
and district government agencies to search for additional harvesting sites to fulfil the
volume based quotas. Grace et al. (2012) study indicates that majority of available logs
comes from infrastructure projects (under special quotas) and are not considered in
annual nor special quotas at central government level. This flaw skews statistics and
impairs the control of forest areas to be cleared what in turn contradicts the FS 2020.
As an example of overlooking; for timber harvested from village forests e.g. for the
construction of a village office or temple, the village head must get a harvest
authorization from the Provincial office of Administration (POA). The following
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harvested (all harvested logs for the commercial market) volume should be formally
registered at Log Landing 2 (located normally at the roadside) according to Quota
system. However, the study of Grace et al. (2012) indicates that no according trees are
recorded and placed in quotas. Quotas on the basis of forest areas and annual cut rates
should be allocated to villages in order to restrict annual harvested volumes from both
village forests and plantations.

2.3

Market requirements and need for certification

Buyers from US and Europe require certification and at least the documents of Chain of
Custody (CoC) or other kind of verification of the origin of wood. The demand for
certified wood is increasing and the CoC verification is becoming mandatory (Smith
2014). In the US, The Lacey Act prevents illegal wood from unknown origins to enter
US markets. The European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR) and VPAs (voluntary
partner agreement) work together to combat illegal logging and improve forest
governance. They are part of the EU's Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade
(FLEGT) Action Plan under the policy to fight against illegal logging and trade for
conservation reasons and preventing unfair competition (Manoharan 2013). On behalf of
Australia, The Illegal Logging Prohibition Act law was put into effect to reduce negative
environmental, social and economic impacts of illegal logging. These all require a
verification of the timber origin. Meanwhile, global markets are seeking to limit illegal
actions within natural forests by enforcing certification systems on markets such as the
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC); the world’s largest
forest certification system, and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) (Midgley et al.
2015a).

2.3.1 The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
Forest certification is a voluntary system pursuing to provide advantages to parties in
value chain and verify that the standards of wood processing industry and markets are
being met. FSC is developed to create an international binding of forests. FSC principles
and criteria incorporate commitments that contribute to the recovery of endangered
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species and enhanced biodiversity outcomes, traditional and workers’ rights, as well as
improving the productivity of forests and the creation of fauna and flora reserves
(Flanagan and Laity 2014).
FSC CoC contains the information on the path taken by products from the forest or, in a
case of recycled materials, from the reclamation site to the consumer including each
stage of processing, transformation, manufacturing and distribution where progress to
the next stage of the supply chain involves a change of ownership (FSC 2011).
The certificate marking on products has relatively low influence on the purchasing
decisions according to consumer surveys (Ratnasingam 2006a – Belleville and Fideles
2014). The pressure for certification comes mainly from large retailers’ conception of
protecting corporate images, and also from Western designers concerned about
environmental impact. Nevertheless, the request for FSC occurs in more and more
places (Forest Innovation Investment 2009).

2.3.2 Luang Prabang Teak Program (LPTP) support
LPTP is a partnership between teak farmers in Luang Prabang Province and The
Government of Lao PDR (GoL) with support of international organizations such as
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR), Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) and The Forest Trust (TFT) since 2008. The objective of
LPTP is to maximize economic, social and environmental benefits from teak farming in
Luang Prabang (LPTP 2013 Info Sheet). LPTP is not concretely buying wood from
farmers but is assisting in land registration, requisited documents and permissions
associated with sales, harvesting, hauling and transportation, and linking up farmers with
buyers. In 2011 LPTP achieved a group entity FSC Forest Management and Chain of
Custody certification and is authorized to assign FSC Certificate for the wood flowing
under its actions. The origin of wood becomes incorporated and thereby enables farmers
to place themselves on international markets. Since buyers in Europe and US require at
least CoC, ideally LPTP would enable buyers overseas to acquire timber from Lao PDR.
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To implement and facilitate smallholders’ legal teak sales within the legal frame of Lao
PDR, teak grower associations (TGA)/teak farmer group (TFG) or more commonly
farmer groups are established in villages. In every TGA, group administration members
are nominated to run centralized functions. In the current TGA structure a revolving
fund is set up as a bank where money can be borrowed for an instant need that is payed
back afterwards or deducted from the wood sales profit. In reality, group revolving funds
are not managed in a transparent manner, which is why farmers are reluctant to save
money in. Another problem is the lack of regular meetings and therefore efforts to
maintain functionality and transparency. The lack of regular sales is the major problem
suppressing functionality of groups. People do not feel committed to the group anymore
and will not put effort into running procedures again. Only eight members of all farmer
groups under LPTP (at present 20 farmer groups involved - 4 FSC and 16 planning to
become FSC) sold wood in 2015 and only in Xienglom to the group. Table 2 displays
the annual status of wood sales through LPTP. Only Ban Xienglom was surveyed in this
study, Kokngiew and Laksip being in close proximity to Xienglom.
Table 2 LPTP – TFG Wood sales status between 2009-2015
Year

Villages' name

Volume (m3) Value (LAK)

Type of sale

Remark

2009

Ban Kokngiew

10,425

10 000 000

Round log

Teak Farmer Group (TFG)

2010

Ban Kokngiew

155

103 758 725

Round log

TFG

2011

Ban Kokngiew

229

149 771 378

Round log

TFG

2012

Ban Kokngiew

175,85

129 201 209

Round log

TFG

2013

Ban Laksip

106,64

71 503 270

Round log

TFG

2014

Ban Kokngiew and Laksip

28,6

28 000 000

Round log

2014

Ban Xienglom

27,3

54 600 000

Square log

TFG

2015

Ban Xienglom

32,5

71 503 274

Square log

Teak Farmer Group
Enterprise (FGE)

765,315

618 337 856

Grand Total

LPTP operations commenced with notable volumes. However, recently the volumes
have been coming down as the available volume is low. Table 2 also shows the trend on
the market of square logs rather than round logs. In addition Figure 1 displays the study
area and distribution of plantations under FSC in Luang Prabang. Maps indicate that the
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current scale of implementation of certification is relatively low within Xienglom and
En and applies to other FSC villages as well. Both are located by the Nam Khan River
and thereby logs are transported both along the river and roads to Luang Prabang city. In
Ban En of all villages under FSC has the supreme teak availability since no commercial
sales have been conducted yet.
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Figure 1 FSC teak plantation maps of Ban Xienglom and En.
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2.3.3 Complications with FSC within study area and in Lao PDR
Independent smallholders might achieve certification through a group certification
program, as implemented in the Luang Prabang Teak Program (LPTP). Having a FSC
CoC certification itself is not adequate in proving the standards of FSC on markets for
FSC wood. If wood is to place on FSC markets, FSC Forest Management Certification is
required (Flanagan and Laity 2014).
Currently certification is an exacting and potentially costly process requiring regular
independent and costly audits to assure that forest owners and traders follow the
stringent requirements specified under the standard which is a disincentive among
farmers where incomes are relatively low. In terms of price, the good idea of FSC
certification enabling Lao farmers’ access to international markets turns out to have no
benefit to price, and is therefore not a driver for applying FSC. At present BAFCO is the
only company paying margins of 10% for FSC certified wood (Redman et al. 2015).
According to Flanagan and Laity (2014), a cluster of 5 villages under LPTP that possess
500 ha of teak and has the potential income of 91 000 € to TGAs has to cover 22 000 €
of costs. As mentioned LPTP has a FSC group certification and would cover these costs
for the members of TGA e.g. the scheduled cost of a FSC audit is around 7300 €. In total
LPTP has to cover overheads annually between 9 100 – 18 200 € for Forest Management
certification and 910 – 3640 € for CoC costs of prevailing the certification. For a middle
size sawmill annual FSC maintaining costs would be about 4550 € whereas in Indonesia
over the three years of the certification period, a carver is expected to pay 6 370 – 8 650
€ in certification and audit fees (CIFOR 2013). In reality, potential FSC sales constitute
only a small percentage of the total teak resource in Luang Prabang. Combining the
small share with the reluctance of farmers to engage in regular thinning means that it is
very difficult to scale up FSC sales to any figure that would attract market attention
(Ling et al. 2014).
Obtaining a certification is way too expensive process for a single farmer especially
when a registration of land does not exist and no CoC can be demonstrated. The process
of applying a certification and complying with strict requirements of it is timeconsuming and complicated without thorough training, large-scale operations and
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motivation. Thereby farmer groups are established under LPTP in order to have
centralized management for finance and trade. When trade is centralized, bigger batches
can be gathered and through this bigger market accessed (Midgley et al. 2015a). Ideally
farmer groups allow more observance on teak quality, easier access to information on
markets, trade and silviculture and also advantages of cost reallocation decreasing cost
amounts per farmer (LPTP 2013 Info Sheet). To illustrate the complexity of teak sales
Grace et al. (2012) have listed the documents and records relevant to CoC, timber
identification and log tracking in Lao PDR:
•

Annual harvesting plan including pre-harvest lists and tree location map

•

Cutting permission

•

Logging contract

•

Harvesting control list

•

Transport slip to Landing 2

•

Log List at Landing 2

•

Bidding conventions and sale documents

According to Belleville and Fideles (2014) a global issue with FSC raised by European
furniture designers is the carbon footprint associated with transport, being as significant
as FSC certification. In their example, a Danish designer, noted that he would not design
products in FSC certified wood because these woods come mainly from Brazil and are
shipped half way round the world, made into furniture in Vietnam and other low-cost
countries in Asia, and shipped from there to Europe and/or back to America. While the
major furniture manufacturing is located in Asia, Lao PDR stands at a good location in
terms of timber supply in the current furniture market. Even though through FSC the
wood can be verified as responsible raw material it should reinforce the global interest in
environmental sustainability. The timber sourced from forests in South America should
be processed there and manufactured as a furniture on the way to the final markets.
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2.4

Domestic and export demand for teak timber sourced from Lao

PDR
Exports are dominating teak transportations in Luang Prabang which is mostly explained
by increasing Chinese demand (Table 3). While Lao PDR is lacking new technology in
primary processing, Chinese want to process the logs right from the start by themselves
and therefore a major part of teak round log exports are channelled to China (Dao
Midgley pers comm). Local buyers and other importers prefer square logs as the squares
facilitate bigger batches in volume as they are possible to load more closely reducing
transaction costs. By the act of promoting domestic wood processing and furniture
industry, the form of a square log is ’more’ allowed by the GoL to export than round
logs. Trees must be processed into semi-finished or finished products. However, big
amounts of square logs are exported even though considered mainly as raw material. As
a result of Chinese placing own processing facilities close to the plantations the rate of
exported round logs will drop in the future. Rosewood figures are shown to illustrate its
high demand in the furniture market. Rosewood is a very valuable hardwood being rich
in colour and hardness. In the past harvesting of such scarce species has been easy due to
the annual harvesting quotas of 5 cubic meter in community forests for every villager. In
this way villagers have been able to get good extra income especially when there is high
demand for dark hardwoods in China. With respect to that, the resource of valuable
hardwoods has decreased considerably by the time and now people are investing in fast
growing hardwood in commercial and firewood/construction matter. Note that if the
farmer uses a tree for own purpose it is not considered to enter the market channel.
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Table 3 Statistic volumes of teak and rosewood / Luang Prabang forestry division. The
colours highlight differences between domestic and export volumes.
Year
Teak - Tectona Grandis

Approached harvest

Domestic transportation

2011 (m3)

Plantation teak

3 338 460

Teak round log

2 347 061

Teak lumber

1 089 072

2012 (m3)
174 581

70 993

2013 (m3)

Export transportation

Teak lumber

2015 (m3)

1 709 635

935 454

3 713 938

469 980

84 017

185 447

163 066

734 274

26 211

440 335

111 129

1 592 157

864 699

Teak square log
Teak round log

2014 (m3)

144 054

580 400

21 827

279 646

Teak square log

Year
Rosewood - Pterocarpus macrocarpus
2011 (m3)
Lumber
Round logs
Domestic transportation

2012 (m3)

2013 (m3)

1 204 004

3 942

1 575 323

134 888

327 466

823 969

Semi-finished products

2014 (m3)

2015 (m3)

64 120

179 393
65 251

571 069

Square logs

46 255
48 440

236 228

1 270 229

100 128

100 128

2 035 307

425 305

1 455 003

Flooring
Lumber
Export transportation

Semi-finished products

20 592
83 485

10 410

311 515

Square logs

50 065

Furniture products

22 646

Teak is naturally occurring only in India, Myanmar, Thailand and Laos. In 2010 the
coverage of natural teak forests was estimated to be 29.035 ha in India, Lao PDR,
Thailand and Myanmar, Myanmar holding almost half of the area (Kollert and Cherubini
2012). After Lao PDR, India and Thailand (complete ban for native teak logging in
1989) introduced log export bans for native teak, Myanmar was till April 2014 the only
known country offering native teak for markets. Subsequently Myanmar introduced log
export bans and forest trade reforms which affected the structure of the markets, and
consequently increased the demand for plantation teak (Kollert and Cherubini 2012).
The exports of all teak products in 2013 were some 13 000 m3 to the major Lao teak
importing countries; China dominating with 8 430 m3, Thailand 4 179 m3 and Vietnam
350 m3. Although exported volume to India is currently low the market in India is
positively emerging.
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Exports to China have increased by 89% in volume and over 59% in value. The reasons
for the boom are the high incidence of teak within provinces close to China, the
emerging resource of mature teak as almost all plantations are in age of less than 20
years, and improved road links and infrastructure between Lao PDR and China. China’s
role as wood exporter is becoming more and more significant in terms of household
income generation and standard of living especially in Northern Lao PDR. Companies
from China offer better prices for teak and thus bring more money into the villages. A
high population country with relatively scarce resources neighbouring a sparsely
populated country with extensive resources. Not to forgetting China being very powerful
and rich in economy in contrast to Lao PDR. Hence, the probability of enjoying China’s
investments too much as giving free hands to operate and control beyond the sight, will
change the current situation away from development of Lao PRD’s domestic market
system (Midgley et al. 2015a). China is not extensively recognized under any wood
certification system and is able to produce products accordingly yet.
Thailand does not have commercial interest in importing Lao teak due to its extensive
plantation teak resource. However, according to Midgley et al. (2015a) study, there are
substantial informal shipments of plantation teak to the Thai side. This volume exceeds
the reported teak import volume by Thai customs. The GoL addresses the concerns of
excessive teak exports by determining the allowed forms of teak in exports. Discretion
in interpretation of regulations and determination of corruption practices in transports
enable square logs to be handled as processed wood. The ‘processed’ is the legal
definition for transports distinguished from sawn wood. A Certificate of Origin (CoO) is
used in Thailand to demonstrate the dispatching location. However, it does not guarantee
where the wood was sourced. The wood can come from another country on trucks
without a record of origin. (Heuch, et al. 2012). Of the manufactured furniture products
in Thailand 70% are exported, primarily to markets in USA and Japan (USDA 2013).
Therefore Thailand is likely to participate in globally recognized certification systems in
the future.
Teak exports to Vietnam are declining possibly resulting from their VPA (Voluntary
Partner Agreement), which is a key element of the EU FLEGT plan addressing illegal
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logging, and the anticipated introduction of TLAS (Timber Legality Assurance System).
In the future Vietnam will require even more thorough legal verification of wood origin
as 90% of manufactured wood furniture is exported. Vietnam must place industry upon
legal and certified wood to meet the Lacey Act and EUTR. Furthermore 53% of
Vietnam’s timber and furniture exports are channelled to USA and EU (Binh 2013).
There are discrepancies in Lao export data where the figures provided by the Lao
Department of Import and Export (DIMEX) through Lao customs and figures from
China customs authorities deviate by about 5000 m3 annually. The reason for the
discrepancy might again be the way of interpreting and recording the wood for example
as other wood commodities. With Thailand customs the recording is not consistent either
(Midgley et al. 2015a).

2.5

Pricing mechanism, log grading and measurement of teak timber

Keogh (2008) notes that the majority of teak price databases are unreliable. Databases
often contain incomplete log metrics and timely uncertainty. The unreliability of
mechanisms and the lack of data collected at regular intervals cause confusion in the
markets as well as among investors. Investors' unawareness and inexperience in local
trading allows for an increase in benefits for other parties related to plantation activities,
which in turn is detrimental to the development of international teak markets. In other
words, the other parties can use in their calculations imaginary costs, so that the
competitive situation deteriorates (Keogh 2008). Furthermore, the lack of standardized
grading rules, teak prices and accurate measurement are to create uncertainty. Without
grading rules, grade standards and criteria of price formation the actual price is set as a
result of visual evaluation and discussion between a seller and buyer (Pérez 2005). The
lack of systematic grading rules with corresponding prices and appropriate measurement
techniques are restricting rational development of teak plantation prices (Keogh 2008).
Having a standardised grading and market information system growers may be
encouraged to improve silvicultural management of plantations and thus the quality of
trees (Midgley et al. 2007a).
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Figures 2a and 2b show the price development of teak and depict the importance of tree
age as a feature to derive high income. Figures 2a and 2b are formed on the basis of
information collected in Pérez (2005) research. Teakwood quality is divided into three
categories according to international teak standards: high, medium and low quality.
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Figure 2a Average price of plantation teak in relation to tree age in Costa Rica (Pérez
2005).
FOB (free on board) means the price free on board, which includes the costs related to
transportation and distribution services up to the border dispatching point, as well as any
taxes minus subsidies of exported goods (Statistics Finland 2013). In Figure 2a the
increase in cubic price strengthens from 20 years on and is due to relative proportion of
heartwood. A significant slowdown occurs in growth of wood volume after some 25
years leading to dominant growth of heartwood compared to sapwood.
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Figure 2b Average price of plantation teak in relation to log diameter in Costa Rica
(Pérez 2005).
Figure 2b shows that the price of a teak cubic meter accelerates remarkably at the
diameter of 50 cm as a result of smaller supply for that big logs. In Laos teak logs bigger
than 50 cm in diameter become unattractive due to probable defects in tree quality; the
tree may look well while the pith of the tree is rotten. Trees of that size normally
represent low quality and rarely move in the international market.
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Figure 3 shows the importance of log quality in terms of log price between natural and
plantation teak. Also the substantial price differences can be seen.
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Figure 3 Price (USD/m3) development of natural and plantation teak between 2004 –
2007. Prices for natural teak are based on log markets in Myanmar. The ordinal log
grades depict prices for teak veneer (e.g. 2. Grade), USD/m3 and SG-grades (e.g. SG-1
grade) prices for sawnlogs USD/m3. (Keogh 2008).
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3
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT AND MIDDLEMEN
WITHIN
The regulatory operational environment associated with smallholder teak impedes
smallholders ability to practice teak entrepreneurship. Time and skills given precludes
individual farmers to carry out teak trading and creates the need for an extra actor. A
person having adequate knowledge as a result of former involvement, interest in
performing extra business and possessing mutual trust could operate as a middlemen.
One specific person having the status of middlemen and associated with other people’s
perception of profession entrepreneur benefits from the attributes related.
Traditionally farmers have sold only a few trees to a local/an outside trader or a
middleman while not knowing proper attributes for the price given and neither fair
prices on the market. In such situation farmers are quoted a tree-based price without
formal estimation of volume, only a visual assessment done. Although a trader or
middleman is an additional expense in sales they however play an important role in
dealing with regulatory and time-consuming process to deliver the logs from the farm
gate to mill gate (Keonakhone 2005).
Rather systematic income tax for sold timber is being levied but as interpreted in
referred and this study, farmers are not keeping sophisticated records of sales and taxes
and furthermore cannot claim wrongdoings afterwards. In order to integrate solid
transactions LPTP was introduced having some alleviations and being exempted from
the plantation land tax i.e. farmers in TGAs. Structural changes take a lot of time in such
dispersed economies and despite the activities of LPTP it was reported in the interviews
that Ban En teak growers are paying land tax even though they are members of a TGA
and under LPTPs support. This and many other ambiguities are resulting from the fact
that DAFO does not at all times agree with the resolutions on the national level and are
exploiting allowed inconsistencies in laws and discretion. Off the record, individual
agencies do not want to reallocate any of their privileges i.e. bribes and hence the
inclusive development of national system is prevented.
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3.1

Legal barriers and issues for smallholder plantation owners and

related wood
The legal framework for plantation and forestry industries in Lao PDR is very complex
and regularly supplemented by new decrees and orders. The laws are also administered
through three levels of government (central, provincial and district administrations) with
village level committees also having role in administration, providing for local
discretion while maintaining strong central administration and control. However,
complexity of the laws and policy changes makes it difficult for growers, industry and
regulatory officials to keep abreast of the law, and there are also concerns that the law is
not being applied consistently in some cases. Complexity adds to compliance costs and
may result in overpayment or overcharging in some instances. Plantation laws also
appear to have been influenced by measures designed to address illegal logging of native
forests, creating unnecessary complexity for planted trees. (Smith 2014).
Monitoring, enforcement and compliance responsibilities are dispersed throughout a
complex array of regulatory instruments and between government agencies. Lao PDR is
currently negotiating of entering into FLEGT-VPA, which is a significant driver for the
integration of internationally accepted procedures. Australia, USA, the EU and other
countries, including China are introducing legality requirements for timber imports on
‘sensitive markets’.

3.1.1 Land allocation and land use rights
The land law and the forestry law encompass inconsistencies in allocation of land and
issuing land use rights for plantations. The process of applying land allocation is
complex and there are several different documents to demonstrate land use rights, not all
entitled. Achieving a permanent land use right has preliminarily required a temporary
Land Use Certificate (TLUC), valid for three years from planting, to demonstrate the
first three years compliance with land use regulations. Subsequently, TLUC could be
changed into a permanent land use right. However, the process is not straightforward
and duplicates in steps with the plantation registration processes. Inconsistencies have
occurred due to both DAFO (District Agriculture and Forestry Office) and DLMA
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(District Land Management Agency) have issued TLUCs (Smith 2014). Recently under
Ministerial arrangements the issuance of land titles is intended to place only under
MONREs’ authority.

3.1.2 Plantation establishment, registration and land tax
Plantation registration is required by the law and plantations should have Plantation
Management Plan (PMP) for the next years. A Yellow certificate can be borrowed from
related officers to demonstrate Permanent Land Use Certificate at the time of wood
sales. This illegal practice of borrowing such certificates appears to be common. The
registration process is costly and long. Hence, farmers are not motivated to acquire the
title for their plantations that in turn contradicts with the requirements of sensitive timber
markets and impairs the legal compliance at local level. In addition, it is not secure
whether the registration will continue after harvesting or if it needs to be applied again.
Overall uncertainty about the relevance of incentives and the government officers’
adherence to regulatory enforcement in terms of farmers create impediments for
encouraging in the frame (e.g. apply thinnings) of teak cultivation.
The land tax exemptions were initially issued to all farmers complying with plantation
regulations and sustainable management activities. However, those are not
systematically issued for and applied with teak planters in Northern Lao PDR as in some
villages planters are paying land tax for a formally registered plantations. Provincial
governments retain some authority to introduce local tax rules.

3.1.3 Harvesting and sales
Many of the currently valid regulations governing smallholder teak plantation forestry
are developed for natural forests, large-scale plantations and conversion land, which has
a negative impact on small-scale forestry in Lao PDR. DAFO, PAFO, DOIC
(Department of Industry and Commerce) and DOFI (Department of Forest Inspection)
overlap in regulation and incurring additional costs to famers. Procedures of legal timber
flows are not organized and could be influenced by many people. Documents in
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association with timber legality and certification i.e. sustainable environment and
management of wood extracted are monitored weakly. Overlooking related to CoC
happens by all parties. According to Smith (2014) the logs from smallholder plantations
are to be included in annual logging quotas. In reality, as presented in Table 4 (Grace et
al. 2012), there are significant discrepancies in the records of harvested volumes at log
landing 2 on the behalf of PAFO and the Provincial Office of Industry & Commerce
(PoIC) bookkeeping. Furthermore, as observed in Midgley et al. study (2015a),
discrepancies appear in export data on behalf of the Department of Import and Export,
Ministry of Finance (DIMEX), which maintains records through Lao Customs, and
customs of China. In a bad scenario PAFO ‘accredits’ a farmer to drawn up the log list,
which should contain comprehensive information on logs to be transported. Frequently
farmers understate volumes when assessing logs in order to achieve taxation benefits.
After this point the list is transferred to PoIC.

3.1.4 Processing and export
Provincial budget expands by collecting fees and charges, and officers and authorities
are keen to maintain such system. Processors are not willing to buy timber at the farm
gate as the process is complex. The current country strategies in policy for socioeconomic development in forestry and agriculture promote small to medium enterprises
and the formation of cooperatives with an object to contribute smallholder operations. In
order to do accordingly, smallholders’ benefits must partly outweigh those of the
existing trade-based system that unfortunately advocates corruption
Failure in the determination of wood quotas by MAF and the allocation of smallholder
teak supply to mills by MOIC retard functions in teak wood processing and rational
governance relative to processing capacity and geographical location. Only part of the
processed timber is sourced through Log Landing 2 and the other part comes from nonregistered sources. Log tracking in processing chain remain poor and is inadequately
enforced hence creating an obstacle for applying certifications. In terms of export, it is
not clear whether a certain form of processed wood (e.g. square logs) meet the legal
definition of ‘processed’. (Smith 2014.)
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3.2

Complexity and distribution of transaction costs in association

with teak sales
Figure 4 summarizes and illustrates the complexity of taking trees out of the forest and
receiving money from buyer. Diagonally presented requisited steps occur along the way
to the markets with the presumption that plantation registration and related permits exist.
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Figure 4 Incidence of official transaction costs in plantation development and timber
sales in Lao PDR

Middlemen are identifying the willingness of farmers to sell trees in villages to respond
a buyers’ need. Conventional middlemen do not buy a whole parcel of plantation or
hundreds of trees unless the plot contains the needed amount of high-quality tree to fulfil
the raw material order. The parties of sale agree upon harvesting and transportation.
Generally, middlemen are dealing with approvals, papers and licenses over a margin
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while being responsible for potential problems. Farmers perceive the saved time of
dealing with formalities having a significant matter for other subsistence related work.
After the agreement is done between seller and buyer, DAFO is expected to conduct preharvest inventory composing the scheduled 400 000 LAK/ha of work costs (Said 2015).
Tree sales can be as well initiated by a farmer normally as a consequence of an instant
need for money. If a farmer is to proceed in sales process by performing the needed acts
to acquire approvals to cut and sell trees, one must draw up documents for pre- and postharvest inventories under DAFO’s surveillance. In order to acquire the approvals a
farmer is likely to consume more time as being not so familiar with the procedures than
a middleman.
The growers reported pre-harvest inventory cost of 7 000 LAK/m3on average. However,
varying amounts of such fees between offices were reported. Occasionally either the
middleman, contractor or farmer is often authorized by DAFO to manage pre-harvest
inventory and notwithstanding paying the associated fees to DAFO for the issue of the
paper work. This delegation undermines the veracity of the procedure in terms of
records and quotas. LPTP (in this matter a special unit of DAFO) in Luang Prabang, is
accredited to conduct the pre-harvest inventory and post-harvest log measurement for
the TGAs it supports and collect pertaining fees from the growers to DAFO. In spite of
aforementioned, Grace et al. (2012) reviews that the plantations generally have no
formal inventory to mark trees for harvest and thus being directly extracted to Log
Landing 2 where logs should be measured and registered by DAFO.
The next step is to obtain an approval to harvest trees (cutting permission or harvesting
permit), composing a scheduled amount of 30 000 – 50 000 LAK/m3. For greater
volumes than 5 m3 the cutting permission is issued at Provincial level thereby volumes
less than 5 m3 can be approved at District level. Felling can be undertook right after the
permission and in Log Landing 1 (in the forest) followed by a step of cutting stems into
2 - 2,2 m logs (conventionally into as short as 1m logs to facilitate bearing by hand). At
Log Landing 2 the log list must be generated as a document of the actual timber
extracted from the forest and being transported from the site.
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At Log Landing 2, grading and former tree scaling are summarized. All of the logs are
marked/hammered with an identification number or code. The log list is used by PoIC to
calculate the price of the material, royalties and other taxes in determining quotas and
prevailing prices. Pre-harvest inventory and post-harvest log list are important records to
demonstrate wood origin and local scale of forestry. The buyer makes payments for fees
and taxes to the Provincial Finance Division, and then the PoIC issues a permit to move
the material for local processing or export (Grace et al. 2012). Approvals (issued by
PoIC) for round logs in Chinese transports within Lao PDR or exports are challenging
the regulations concerning the forms of wood in exports. Grace et al. (2012) found out
significant discrepancies in the records of harvested timber volume (56 583 m3) and the
volume of logs (19 545 m3) registered at Log Landing 2 (Table 4). According to data of
4 provinces in Grace et al. (2014) study only 34% of the logs from all sources are
registered at Log Landing 2. In order to make the quoting and follow-up of logs in such
way competent the records should be consistent and the figures in question cannot be
used to create quotas.
Table 4 Log Landing 2 data (m3) vs. reported harvest data (m3) (Grace et al. (2012)
- PAFO 2011)

Province

Log
Landing 2
3
records (m )

PFA
Harvest
3
(m )

Infrastructure
3
Harvest (m )

Plantation
Harvest
3
(m )

3
Total (m ) PFA,
infrastructure &
plantations

Salavan

640

1 425

16 218

744

18 387

Xekong

13 425

9 876

18 614

NA

28 490

0

3 807

520

4 327

5 099

0

3 327

2 052

5 379

19 545

11 301

41 966

3 316

56 583

Sayaboury
Luang
Prabang
Total

381
(stumps)
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In Said (2015) teak growers reported post-harvesting check of composing 10 000
LAK/m3 on average while the scheduled fee was 200 000 – 400 000 LAK/ha. In
addition the interviewed middleman in Said (2015) commented that the post-harvest
inventory may be done at the sawmill (instead of at the log landing) and evidently
understated in order to lower the volume subject to taxation. Overall the driver for
understating timber volumes is a reduction in tax liabilities, fees and charges (cutting
permission) thus transaction costs. With transportation a ‘standard fee’ of 400 000 LAK
per shipment (two trucks, approximately 25 m3, or about 16 000 LAK per m3) and
frequently an informal ‘goodwill fee’ of 400 000 LAK are made to inspection officers.
The middlemen also commented that it is common to understate the volume of timber at
log landing 2 followed by understating the load on a truck as DAFO officers are seldom
present in log listing or inventories. With such given mandates and where an involved
party is trying to make profit out of the sales, possibilities of malpractice occur.
DoF and its subordinates claim service charges for measurement and classification
activities. In addition, a charge for log stamping (30 000 LAK per time), a ‘permit
passage’ fee (100 000 LAK per copy) and following Transport Permit fees with
plantation teak are claimed; local transport of timber and non-timber forest products
(100 000 LAK per time), export of timber and non-timber forest products (20 000 LAK
per time) and transport of processed plantation timber (20 000 LAK per time). While
interviews reported Transport Permit Fee of 5 000 – 7 100 LAK/m3 and the moving
permission or raw material moving permission of 30 000 LAK per copy, covering
timber movement beyond the roadside either to the mill or to the middleman’s holding
yard. A flat fee for moving permission is 60 000 LAK but discounted to 30 000 LAK for
LPTP. The charges and fees are generally revised with respect to situation and can vary
greatly. Corresponding amounts may already once be paid in the context of other
amounts. Hence overlapping transaction cost structure is a result of competence in
various agencies.
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Normally when officers of DAFO or PAFO carry out tasks in association with licensing,
permitting and regulatory procedures, a service cost and a possible goodwill payment
will step in. A field group of three persons working over two days performing preharvest inventory costs a farmer around 390 000 LAK plus additional fees of 35 000
LAK per person per-diem and a petrol allowance of 30 000 LAK per person per-diem
Aforementioned costs vary on distances officers have to travel. Farmers are indignant
about the instances where they are expected to pay these fees even though officers did
not undertake any of the required measures. In theory, these measures and corresponding
records must be done in order to apply for certificates or approvals for timber. With such
authorizations, officers base their application upon farmers’ measurements that as a
result of different techniques distorts the actual records. In addition a clerical processing
cost is normally imposed by the government agency for issuing permissions and
certificates including stapling (4 000 LAK per staple) and stamping (500 – 600 LAK per
stamp).
Forestry inspection unit in collaboration with tax inspection have their checkpoints for
controlling wood transports along roads. For example, there are at least three control
points along the way from Luang Prabang to the boarder of China and at every control
point a payment for one truck full of logs must be settled and could be up to 1 mil LAK.
Laity (pers comm) also advised that other authorities (e.g., National Parks, police) have
the authority to conduct inspections and that fees (generally of nominal value) may arise
in connection with these inspections. In 2012, 16 international border and 29 provincial
checkpoints were in place. The GoL also raises Reafforestation and Trade Control fees
in connection with the harvest of FSC Controlled Wood. For the relevant categories, the
fees are 50 000 or 70 000 LAK per m3 (Grace et al. 2012).
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3.3

Unofficial costs

Unofficial costs, also known as facilitation payments or even goodwill payments exist in
association with teak sales. To view the relevant components, incurring along the value
chain, of transaction costs, unofficial costs should be taken into account as they occur
regularly on Lao timber market. Unofficial costs are in no sense compensation by the
legal base and therefore are more of voluntary payments, facilitating actions along the
teak value chain. Such costs could not be applied to a developed market system but in
Lao PDR they will continue occurring until a significant and systematic change in
transaction cost regime and personal perceptions. Keuleers (2002) notes that people are
exploiting the judicial system and their low moral willingness to enforce the regulations
since Lao society has a cultural avoidance of confrontation and situations where one
might lose face. People prefer prolonging the unpleasant things far into the future while
the bad things happens. Keuleers (2012) also states that:
“Combatting corruption is not just a matter of laws and legal enforcement. It has
to do with people’s behaviour and is largely influenced by social control systems,
culture and spiritual beliefs”.
Saunders (2014) estimated that bribes and other associated payments constitute 35 –
40% of overhead costs of logging companies when operating with illegal logging
(beyond quotas) or unauthorized activities. The corresponding percentage for plantation
timber obviously is lower as the core operation is legal.
Unofficial costs occur for many reasons, to expedite approval processes or facilitate
collusion in understating volumes. The latter results in lower tax liabilities and other
related charges. Overall costs without legal recognition associated with teak sales are
more or less acknowledged and perceived as part of the business. According to
Souksavath (pers comm 2015) in this world situation those must be paid in order to
achieve a robust position in the value chain as an actor in effective and timely manner.
Distinct from Vietnam, in Lao PDR it may take weeks to seal a container full of logs to
be shipped due to highly regulated timber flows while in Vietnam it is done within 24
hours. Unofficial costs reported to Said (2015) were as low as 20 000 – 40 000
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LAK/procedure up to 1 000 baht – 26 € whereas interviews in this study indicate paid
costs of being up to 1mil LAK/checkpoint. Contrary to common sense these costs are
generally paid with no hesitation to avoid the risk of unloading of logs. Drivers may be
claimed to unload the truck in order to check marking/log codes, rummage of
overloading or volume understatement.

3.4

Middlemen within teak supply chain

Considering a fictitious situation of middlemen not existing in teak value chain in Lao
PDR, there would be no secure instant source of money from teak as there is no set
credit or loan system by the government. Without them the supply chain would cease to
function in Lao PDR.
As Midgley (pers comm) believes, the middlemen are meeting all of the legal costs and
official fees. Also a case study conducted by Said (2015) reports a timber trader paying
fees associated with timber harvest and transport with some alleviations from the behalf
of DAFO. It would be impossible to e.g. transport logs from Luang Prabang to China
only paying facilitation fees. The Lao officials are well aware of ongoing practices and
actors in Lao PDR value chain of teak.
Traders assume almost all of the risk from the farm to the mill gate:
•

Price fluctuations

•

Prevailing market demand

•

Log quality – heart rot and other defects not obvious from a visual inspection

•

The time and money involved in dealing with officialdom – permits take several
visits before being granted. Permits, fees, taxes and other official and informal
imposts (known as ‘goodwill money’ in Laos) can be expensive – cooperation is
not always guaranteed

One bearing the risk of unexpected issues from the farm gate to a sawmill deserve
reimbursement. Middlemen are consolidating flexibility and viability in sales under
unpredictable stress and lack of time since most of the sales are done to respond farmers’
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welfare. They assure an immediate market for teak and quick cash. This is an important
social service. (Midgley pers comm)
The important social roles for a middleman are outlined in the study of Perdana and
Roshetko (2015). To large extent these roles occur in Lao PDR as well and the
corresponding basic structure of markets is widespread where society frame allows it.
According roles are presented below.
Two kinds of traders operate on domestic markets in Indonesia and Lao PDR; first and
second level. The number of intermediaries along the value chain depends on all
surrounding factors and essentially on the final destination of timber. Whether the
supply chain reaches beyond domestic markets or the products are manufactured for
domestic use is a matter of intermediaries and thereby increasing transaction costs. First
level traders live within the villages or ones nearby. Middlemen operating within a
certain area know the people there and use informants to observe atmosphere and
discussions on probable sales. They have built their buying competence on mutual trust
with other villagers knowing middlemen from the past. Our study indicated that for
example in Xienglom the middlemen was “one of them’ and was contacted almost every
time in need to sell wood. With regard to viability of sales middlemen commonly have
to serve and work in several villages in order to assemble commercial viable
consignments from small plantations which may be scattered, in remote areas and no
infrastructure in place.
First level traders/middlemen take the responsibility for:
•

Searching for potential buyers in the marketplace and survey wood supply for
particular demand. Often they have an existing network by which the needed
information on available wood can be obtained. They will also explore upstream
to increase their supply of teak trees. They have to repeat this process frequently
because supply, quality, and prices change so often.

•

Contracting of harvesting, transportation and sorting of raw material for different
wood requester + promoting the sale
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•

Facilitating all the necessary actors in value chain to be reached on time for e.g.
DAFO officers to conduct regulatory procedures

Perdana and Roshetko (2015) suggest that in Indonesia all first level traders/middlemen
measure the diameter at an over-the-head height. More experienced middlemen may not
measure the trees at all and do the measurement by visual assessment. The visual
assessment in turn is a functional tool for a middleman in bargaining since the prices do
not base on any figures. A visual assessment allows more discretion in price setting
since middlemen know timber requirements of a buyer and simply can offer a little less
due to the price is given as an average for all trees.
Second level traders do not regularly occur in the value chain within domestic market.
They are likely to operate in exports and with sales to large-scale wood processing
enterprises and furniture manufacturing companies with intensions to export finished
furniture. Traders’ linkages to large-scale functions are formed by the time and they are
requested as representatives. A trader may come from foreign country or be employed
by a foreign company/country. Second level traders employ sawmills to process logs
into planks and boards at a certain price and transport the products to large
manufacturers as sawmills often do not have transport permits. Different agencies
issuing permissions and licenses for almost every movement encompasses extra actors in
the teak market chain and thereby excessive costs to incur. In the market chain, the role
of most sawmills is primarily a service (processing) provider for the first level traders.
A middleman arranges a transportation of teak logs from smallholder farms to sawmills
for the production of square logs, planks and boards of various dimensions. The
middleman and sawmill owner may be the same person being in charge of the timber
flow from certain villages to the point of secondary processing where they pass the role
of acquiring on. In our study villages local sawmills only saw the round logs into
squares and then send/sell forward. In a case of a second level trader involved, the
trader transports the processed timber to the buyers, possessing machinery and permits
to transport. However, to obtain a quick return or avoid incurring additional costs, first
level traders will not hesitate to sell teak logs directly to the sawmill owner. Farmers
rarely meet the second level traders unless the circumstances need it.
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4

METHODS

4.1

Data collection methods

Semi-structured questionnaires were used to conduct open-ended interviews with the
respondents. The information collected included in-depth knowledge of respondents’
personal histories, perspectives and experiences in relation to agriculture and forestry.
Interactive semi-structured interviews were employed to identify and assess the
problems and opportunities related to the smallholder teak market system, and to
understand how the teak commodity system is organized, operates and performs. 133
interviews work as an iterative process in understanding the complex market systems
in a short time (Perdana et al. 2013). Key questions for villagers, middlemen and
company owners were structured based on previous surveys of Midgley et al. (2007,
2012, 2015), Ling et al. (2014, 2015), Said (2015), Smith (2014) and Newby et al.
(2012). The questionnaires include many questions which have not been analyzed in
this study but provide important background information on ethnographical and socioeconomic attributes within villages. Primary and secondary information were collected
and integrated to identify the roles and functions of smallholders, middlemen, and
sawmills.
In order to analyze transaction costs, the middlemen were asked about buying and
selling prices, and roles in transactions, including methods, price negotiations, and
payments. Local middlemens’ cooperation and agreements with Chinese were also
investigated to exemplify the nature and overall impression of Chinese investments and
sales. Proportional impact of tree quality on prices could not be examined since prices
are set for standing trees. Further, secondary information regarding smallholder teak
log inventories, distribution and harvesting permits was gathered from DAFO and
PAFO.
In order to map and examine the market chain of teak and in more detail the role of
middleman in transactions in the study areas, 64 tree-planter and 55 non-planter
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interviews were conducted in four villages of Ban Phialat in Sangthong District and
Ban Xienglom, Ban En and Ban Nathan in Luang Prabang District (Figure 5); five of
which were middlemen/traders, three sawmill owners and one furniture manufacturer.
For the structural and administrative information, three staff members of LPTP/TFT,
Stephen and Dao Midgley (Salwood Asia Pacific), Luke McWhirter (Burapha),
Richard Laity (PEFC) and seven staff members of the National University of Laos
were interviewed providing up-to-date information and advice for the data collection.

Figure 5 Map of study area, three different villages (Ban Xienglom, Ban En and Ban
Thinsom) in Luang Prabang area are not pointed as they are in close proximity.
We had three assistants during the stay in Lao PDR. Preparation of interviews in each
village had to be done prior to the actual interviews in order to the interviewees be
chosen by the village authorities. As early as in the first preparation visits to villages
official consent letters from the university were needed to get a seal of approval for
further actions. The staff of NUoL drew up the approval letter to Phialat and the staff
of DAFO the approval letters to Ban Xienglom, Ban En and Ban Thinsom.
Interviewees selection was made randomly from all of the villagers by the Village
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Head as no inclusive lists of villagers were not found. Each village was to choose
between teak planters and non-planters from three different income classes; wealthy,
middle and poor. However, in Ban En and Thinsom no teak planters were found in the
poor class and, therefore, 7 of the middle and 8 of the wealthy class were interviewed.
Respondents were interviewed either in their home or at village houses. Between 70100 minutes were needed for each teak planter interview and 10-40 minutes with nonplanters. In Ban Xienglom, En and Thinsom interviews were done in two groups
simultaneously. One of the assistants is employed by DAFO and was claimed to go
with us in Luang Prabang area for the facilitation reasons which turned out to be very
necessary factors in field work preparation and actual arrangement in village areas.
Another assistant in Luang Prabang area was originally from Ban Xienglom which in
turn facilitated many interactions with villagers and especially with Village heads.
Interviewed farmers were asked if their teak plots could be visited. By visiting plots the
homogeneity of answers could be checked and information on plots be collected.
Trestima application was utilized in order to measure volume, basal area, height and
the size of plot during teak plot visits. Many of teak plantations pertaining interviews
were located in remote areas and measurement could not be carried out. The villagers
were chosen for interview based on their time availability. Mainly in Phialat and
Xienglom it was difficult to find the villagers during the working days, because most of
them were working in rice fields or taking care of other duties. However, the village
headmen became very important for the selection of the villagers calling villagers to
their houses one after another.

4.2

Methods of analysis

This research was based on qualitative case studies rather than quantitative approach as
qualitative research strategy was chosen to explain interactions between actors and
within teak value chain. Narrative approach was applied, to enrich the supply chain
descriptions. The target of this research was the institution of middlemen and the
theory was built from the collected material and findings as defined by Eisenhardt
(1989). Qualitative research is characterized by process nature, where the aspects
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related to material and interpretations of steps as study progresses. Qualitative research
consists of data, analytical or interpretative measure and report (Räsänen 2014).
Information is often collected through interviews and / or observation (ethnography).
Interpretative qualitative research or analytical stage researcher makes assumptions on
the results, which are dependent on the researcher’s personal interpretation (Aaltonen
et al. 2010). Therefore, the researcher is not solely interested in the facts, but also about
how people interpret and perceive them (Räsänen 2014). Language barrier, i.e. the
need of an interpreter in the interviews, may have flattened the responses. On the other
hand, the sensitivity of policy and legal issues may have led to strategic responding.
Descriptive statistics were employed to summarize the data on income, extension
support and prices. In this study computer programs Microsoft Excel and SPSS
(statistical package for the social sciences) were used in coding and analysis the data.
The recent study of Said (2015) encompasses a significant framework for this study as
the teak value chain between a grower and middlemen/primary processing is especially
examined there. By the findings of this study the current situation of teak grower
environment is wider than the related papers express. Some questions remain
unanswered as the language barrier did not allow deep private discussions.
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5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Local and external actors in maintaining and harmonizing the
marketing channel
Farmers in Northern Lao PDR occasionally face problems in teak cultivation.
Commonly problems are related to land tenure, obtaining official documents and
permissions and arranging transportation. The problems can occur in every situation
especially where money is involved. Thorough actions in order to eliminate such
problems generally are not undertaken by local stakeholders and hence, most often the
major ones are recognized and addressed by the people living outside the district or
country. The abundant resource of valuable raw material for furniture industry has
triggered foreign organizations’ interest in providing support and iniating projects for
improving plantation management. In response to inequitable and inefficient activities in
the teak value chain many projects have been commenced with an intention to integrate
expertise from well performing countries.
Asian Development Bank (ADB) in cooperation with GoL has promoted teak cultivation
and offered training, planting material and a person to guide the farmers and followed by
observing progress. Interviewed farmers were aware of activities by ADB however to
lesser extent. A few farmers in Xienglom reported of having received support from
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), in this context
providing development of infrastructure and research. Whereas many farmers have
participated/participate in Lao IRRI projects (International Rice Research Institute) for
varying years, which has been undergoing since 1992. Lao IRRI provides training in
crop management practices.
Interviews reflected that in Luang Prabang LPTP is the one providing main technical
training and extension support on species/site selection, preparation, establishment,
replanting, early year management such as weeding, pruning, slashing and later on
thinning, marketing/selling and final cut. Depending on the villager, those who were
involved in a tree growing association had received at least to some extent
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aforementioned types of support. Additionally, financial assistance was received during
ACIAR VALTIP I (2008 - 2012) of 2 € for a 3 - 5 cm thinned tree and 3,4 € for a 6 - 10
cm thinned tree and is received in VALTIP 2 (2014 - 2017) in which farmers get 33,6 €
per thinned plot. This information came up in the interview of the head of Ban Xienglom
TGA. The reason LPTP in cooperation with a buyer is paying compensation for thinned
wood is to encourage farmers to manage their plantations efficiently in order to produce
high quality timber for both domestic and international markets (LPTP SOP7 2013). The
farmers as members of TGAs are imposed to pay penalties if violate the management
rules adopted. LPTP carries out checks on plantations and fines farmers in such
instances what, from the experience of this study, is not exaggerated in terms of
improving farmers’ obedience. The following Figure 6 shows the share of farmers who
have received extension support and also the members of TGAs share.

Share of extension service received and members of
TGA in villages
80 %

68,8 %

70 %
60 %

56,3 % 56,3 %

53,3 % 53,3 %

50 %

41,9 %

37,5 %

40 %
30 %

45,2 %

20,0 %

20 %
10 %

0,0 %

0%
Xienglome

En

Thinsom

Extension service received

Phialat

Total

Member of TGA

Figure 6 Share of extension service received and member of TGA in villages
The results show that the people who have received extension services, prior to LPTP
commenced, ended up in LPTP what evidently indicates the positive effect of former
projects on villagers. As shown in Figure 6, about half of the teak growers were
members of TGAs with an exception in Ban En where farmers did not consider of
receiving support even though they are involved in LPTP. Furthermore, as long as no
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constant guidance for the administrative members is provided, a TGA cannot function
properly and derive benefits to all members. There is only low incentive for farmers to
comply with time-consuming procedures of the TGA while middlemen operate
efficiently bringing quick cash to households. Due to the lack of staff in promoting and
mapping the villagers’ teak plantations, DAFO and LPTP struggle to maintain even half
of the growers involved. In this study, it was not clear whether the members in TGAs
under LPTP had attained any reduction in transaction costs what probably is due to low
volumes of assembled batches within villages and ambiguous functions of farmer group
to the members. Examining the collected price data in this study, the tree prices have not
increased by the time. This in turn indicates that the expected changes have not taken
place in transactions, costs and prices.
In addition to LPTP, DAFO plays an important role in study villages as it was leaned on
when help related to teak management, other practical procedures and regulatory/legal
steps was needed.
According to the results in Ban Xienglom, En and Thinsom if people planted trees in the
future the selected species would be mostly teak. This results from the awareness of
possible outcomes and market channels when teak is managed well. In these villages
LPTP has been supporting teak planting and plantation management since 2008. The
people of LPTP have contacts to certain buyers as a group but also as individuals. They
are building the network constantly to facilitate measures with farmers. For this matter,
farmers can get more secure and feasible timber sales in the future. In general, wood
sales were reported of being quite easy as middlemen are easy to contact and work fast
with. Whereas, in Phialat people have had disappointing experiences with teak sales
since teak prices has been claimed to come down and outside traders have offered
relatively low prices for teak. Lower actual profits and lately the lack of proper training
and support on teak markets and cultivation inevitably lessens attractiveness. Phialat is
closer to the markets in Vientiane and the information on prospects of teak should be
very updated, nevertheless only the information on most valuable material pursued by
foreign buyers is coming down. For this reason interest in teak varies greatly by time. A
sawmill owner in Phialat confirmed this information and emphasized the current interest
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in growing Dipterocarpus macrocarpus as a production forest species deriving higher
profits with the same labour input and approximately the same length of rotation period.
Dipterocarpus was reported to be the most attractive species at the time of the
interviews as a consequence of decreased availability on markets. Interestingly, during
the interviews Dipterocarpus and Rosewood was observed of decorating almost every
household and guesthouse. People have this highly valuable wood decorating their
houses as the annual quota of 5 m3 /per family for collecting (cutting) wood from
community forests has been in place.
A common interest for alternative land uses spreads fast under the influence of narrative
information on new crops, tree species and projects among villagers close relations. In
terms of teak, the current complexity with domestic markets and related procedures are
affecting villager decisions to plant teak. Half of the answered teak planters reported
their interest in continuing with teak. They consider teak cultivation as fast growing
(compared to other tree species), low labour input use of land, easy to plant by utilizing
coppicing (very common practice of replanting) and sell, and deriving a lot of money at
once (see Annex 3). Many interviewed farmers said that they secure the wood supply for
their household use by keeping teak in the future. In Phialat, most of the farmers who
cultivated teak preferred planting Dipterocarpus or rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis, Ton
yang pha la) in the future for the reason of higher market price for Dipterocarpus and
constant demand for rubber. More than one third of all interviewed teak farmers
preferred planting rubber or other crops instead of teak on cleared land from teak and
pasture/fallow land in the future. They preferred other crops as those are fast growing,
have shorter income generation and, especially with rubber, despite price fluctuations on
market the price will settle on a reasonable level eventually.
Some two-thirds of all interviewed teak planters perceived teak plantation land
generating higher income when under agricultural use. Relatively low income from low
quality teak with respect to the long rotation period works as an incentive to cultivate
other crops. In addition, the possibility of teak intercropping for only a few years lowers
it's attractiveness. Moreover, almost four-fifths of all interviewed tree planters used
intercropping on teak plantations for the period varying between 1 - 10 years. However,
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only one reported of applying 10 years intercropping with pineapple while others
reported of 1 - 5 year intercropping periods, most of the times 1 - 2 years with rice. As
presented in Table 1, intercropping as any other component in optimizing maximum
income from teak impacts on the functionality of sustainable teak cultivation among
smallholders in Lao PDR.
Figure 7 shows the most frequent household income being between 20 - 30 mil LAK and
the results of this study shows that the wealthiest income classes consist only of sawmill
owners and people working as traders in addition to other work (farming, off-farm,
handicraft). Obviously the household income correlates with the number of people in a
family as all money coming in is considered as mutual.

Share of teak growers in annual income classes
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Figure 7 Share of teak growers in annual income classes.

Information on 33 teak sales was collected as estimations. Interviews indicate that trees
sold over the years 2010 - 2015 in the four villages have derived on average a price of
153 000 LAK/standing tree sold through middleman, ranging between 50 000 - 350 000
LAK/standing tree. The average diameter of sold trees was around 27 cm (girth around
84 cm). In more detail, the average standing tree prices in each study village are shown
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in Figure 9. Annual teak sales during 2010 - 2015 capitalized on average around 19,1
mil LAK, ranging greatly between 1,8 - 160 mil LAK (three sales omitted, 160, 70 and
70 mil LAK to illustrate normality), majority being on the scale of 2 - 4 mil LAK as
presented in Figure 8. Sales in years 1997, 2000, 2003 and 2008 were also reported,
however not being as reliable as more recent years due to farmers’ rough approximations
about price and income. Gross return on teak wood sales constitutes on average 21% of
annual household income, the share varying in range of 2,5 - 74,4%. Farmers who have
sold the whole plot including land received gross income of 2 (70 mil LAK) to 10 (160
mil LAK) times the annual household income.

Total gross income from teak wood sales
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BANEAN 15
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Village name and interview number

Figure 8 Total gross income from teak wood sales.
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Farmers reported low prices for standing trees sold in remote areas what supports the
observed incidence of critical drops in sales prices in study villages in connection with
old fashion cutting and hauling equipment. In most cases logs were carried from remote
areas to the roadside by hands over challenging geography.
Anna Forsen, Industry Manager of BAFCO, reports that market prices in Luang Prabang
are much higher than in Vientiane, which in turn is in line with the increasing number of
Chinese investments and Chinese interest in plantations at the age of around 20 years.
The average age of selling teak trees among interviewed farmers were 20 years while the
same age was reported as a village normal. The interviews indicated that trees are to be
sold if an urgent need for money occurs. Such need can be children’s education
expenses, disease in the family or funeral, otherwise the desired age of attaining
appropriate tree price or suitable dimensions for wood processing is sought. Figure 9
shows the average price distribution advised in our interviews for standing trees. Since
the collected price information per standing tree from the farmers was given in tree girth,
the girth is used to demonstrate tree size. For comparison, according to a sawmill owner
In Phialat, depending on girth between 115 000 – 231 000 LAK/tree is paid to a farmer.
While the farmers surveyed in Midgley et al. (2007a) were quoted with prices ranging
from 60 000 to 200 000 LAK for a tree with a circumference of 80 cm (+diameter 25
cm). It was observed that prices have varied a lot and no systematic grading has been
used.
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Average standing tree prices in girth classes
Standing tree price, LAK/standing tree
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Figure 9 Average standing tree prices in girth classes of 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 cm
according to teak planter interviews in study area.

In Phialat, another sawmill/furniture company owner was interviewed. He had made an
out-grower arrangement (seem to occur with other sawmills and companies as well) with
villagers totaling 35 ha of teak plantation where he commits to buy all the trees with a
fixed price. He reported villagers being happy with the agreement. Authorities are
prohibiting logging from natural forests, which is why he initiated the agreement. He
gives no compensation to villagers from work on plantation. He told that almost all
advice and guidance comes from the district office (DAFO) where they advise to do
pruning but no thinning. He emphasized a problem that if he sold the trees from his
concession plantation to another sawmill to be sawed from round logs into lumber, he
would get no profit in hand. Therefore, he acquired the necessary equipment to do the
primary processing in addition to manufacturing furniture. This and Souksavath
interview (pers comm, Luang Prabang) indicate that the timber price at a sawmill or
factory gate is yet reasonable as processors normally are not able to make profit when
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wood is acquired through another processor. This owner is paying for trees according to
DAFO's recommendations, trees measured at 1,5 m height. In addition, the study
interviews with middlemen in Sangthong and Luang Prabang and LPTP staff explained
the price setting procedure where a common average price method for all trees is used.
In general, if middlemen measured the diameter it is taken either at the forehead/1,5 m,
1,8 m, 2 m or the height hands can reach. It was repeatedly reported that traders in
Sangthong and conventionally in Luang Prabang measured the trees at the height of 2
meters or in other words as high as hands can reach. LPTP is involved in Villages
Xienglom, En and Thinsom, and the tree measurement by LPTP staff over the past 6
years has been done at the diameter breast height (dbh) and is because of the wood
flowing through LPTP is subject to exports. However, LPTP employs local middlemen
and while they perform it their way.
The furniture company owner stated that the overall plantation management is poor and
that trees are sold to a middleman/trader almost every time. According to the interviews,
middlemen were easy to reach and sales were initiated within a little time. However,
normally a farmer does not have negotiation power on prices or terms of sales, they can
only decide will they sell or not.

5.2

Impacts of middlemen for teak smallholders farmers

In Northern Lao PDR, middlemen are experts in fulfilling buyers' particular needs. They
simultaneously sustain mutual trust among their customers i.e. growers and buyers. They
know all the necessary local manners within villages and useful loopholes in the
administrative operations. According to Midgley (pers comm, Luang Prabang)
conventional steps in sales of standing teak trees have been: selecting trees in a
plantation and assigning corresponding prices, making the payment right away and then
often letting the trees grow even more than a year before felling. On the contrary, the
results in this study indicate that trees are being cut and removed from plantations most
often within a day (three-fifths), maximum reported time of being not more than 1 week
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to cut and transport logs from the yard. This indicates increasing demand on domestic
and especially Chinese teak markets of exports.
During the interviews it emerged that shortening rotations of teak plantations in Ban En
are occasionally due to the dams along Nam Khan River. Controlling dams by stopping
the water flow and then releasing the water down in the river with high pressure raises
the water level reaching all the way over riverbanks and inflicting erosion on plots in the
vicinity of Nam Khan. The water flow exposes roots and causes tree mortality. In
consequence of exposed roots trees are exposed to risk of buffalos grazing and treading.
Under the risk of tree mortality farmers are forced to sell trees prematurely. For these
unexpected instances the middlemen have been of great help and addressed themselves
to quick actions on time. However, when supply increases unexpectedly prices cannot
follow and settle on a lower level.
Middlemen arrange a group to perform harvesting and following parts of transporting
wood. It was reported that on average five persons carried out the log removal using
chainsaws and occasionally sling trucks. The harvesting group may used old machinery
and bad harvesting techniques degrading the material whereas the LPTP has been giving
advice in harvesting techniques to meet high recovery requirements of buyers. Sling
trucks can be used in adjacent areas with a reasonable distance from the plot. If logs
cannot be hauled from the yard with slings they are to be carried with manpower. Thus,
remarkable declines in prices are recognized in answers when wood sales were done in
remote areas. Distance and difficulty of terrain are the main factors to reduce price paid
to farmers. In our study farmers who had sold teak in remote areas (more than 1 km
from roadside or riverside) reported of prices from 50 000 to 80 000 LAK/tree whereas
farmers who had sold tree in areas adjacent to a road or river in same villages reported of
prices from 100 000 LAK/tree to 300 000 LAK/tree with tree girths (farmers commonly
report tree sizes in girth) of 70 cm, 80 cm and 100 cm occurred. It can be observed that
standing tree prices, subject to relatively long distance and difficult terrain, can be three
times less compared to ones close to road transportation origin.
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In Indonesia, Perdana and Roshetko (2015) indicate that a distance of a kilometer from
the nearest road could increase harvesting costs up to 20%, undetected tree defects
reduce the quality of teak wood and could decrease profits by up to half while
transaction costs for obtaining timber transport documents from the village and
provincial government authorities could amount to 10% of the total cost. According to
Said (2015) and our results, in Luang Prabang only the license for smallholders’ to
harvest their own trees comprises 6% of total sales value (see Annex 2), a distance of
over 1 km increase harvesting costs by half and to the extreme can be some 75%. Formal
transaction costs (licenses and documents + per diems) comprise some 6% however, as
suggested in this study, Said (2014), Midgley et al. (2015a) and Grace et al. (2012), real
transaction costs are remarkably higher due to the opportunity cost of consumed time
and related unofficial charges. In terms of external traders, there is not much room for
minimizing timber extracting costs as they probably do not have experience in local
operative actions. It is likely that local middlemen discuss operations in more detail, are
allowed to require certain measures to be undertaken and employ their acknowledged
experience among villagers in negotiating better deals with operative groups who
perform harvesting. Moreover complex budgeting and costing of teak sales and arbitrary
government charges are well-known issues in Lao PDR (Midgley et al. 2015a), eastern
Indonesia (Midgley et al. 2007b), India, China, Vietnam, Thailand, and Solomon Islands
(Midgley et al. 2015b). Weak wood flow governance also results in extra high
transaction costs (Bisson et al. 2003).
In the past when farmers had severe financial issues they have had to sell a whole
plantation at a young age or a parcel of fallow land to capitalize assets for subsistence
living e.g. to purchase rice. Companies and wealthier people could have utilized
according situation and at present these low monetary input investments are turning into
highly profitable. They also meet with the Chinese interest, therefore, this comes down
to the expression: money comes to money. Foreign investments are expected to involve
viable contribution to Lao PDR’s economy and its people. Occasionally, the intentions
of foreign initiated projects may be advocated without a robust reason over money. As
our study indicates once foreign investors and buyers eventually come up with a way to
enable their activities within Lao PDR. They seek for a local representative with an
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entitlement to operate and ability to communicate with local people in villages, knowing
the language, cultural manners and habits, and make compensation to representative
over services. To specify this, one interviewed farmer in Ban En had sold whole 0,7 ha
plantation parcel (land and trees, next to the Nam Khan River), which was established
with teak, for 70 mil LAK (7 514 €) to a local tourism company. This procurement was
done to enable an extension of Elephant safari and Tad Sae waterfall business. We were
advised that originally it was designed for placing a Zoo as a result of a Chinese
company's interest. The deal was recommended by Luang Prabang Government, and in
this sense one would think what consequences might have occurred if the farmer had
refused to sell. Occasionally the end justifies the means.
Farmers want to sell trees during August-September in order to cover incurring family
expenses resulting from children starting school and the probable need for extra labor.
Traders are looking forward to buy during this period and consequently traders are able
to control prices whilst farmers will sell at any price (Souksavath pers comm).
Souksavath (pers comm) estimated that people in town including companies own 50 –
70% of the teak plantations in Luang Prabang and the rest are owned by individual
farmers and families.
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5.2.1 Return on harvested teak in certain sales channels
The equations [1] and [2] by Tewari et al. (2013) were used to estimate the commercial
volume of sold teak trees in study villages and subsequently the price per cubic meter
was calculated in order to compare cubic prices paid by middlemen to cubic prices by
LPTP and BAFCO. The purpose of this comparison is to illustrate differences in prices
and analyze relative benefits of a membership in TGA or certification system. Tewari et
al. (2013) equations are developed on the basis of teak plantations in Karnataka, India.
In order to ensure the relevancy of estimated figures in question, corresponding volumes
of standing trees presented in the study of Midgley et al. (2012) were compared. The
figures are confirmed being similar. Pérez (2008) and Kanninen (2005) have used
similar equations in stand growth and volume estimations.

Total wood volume equation:
𝑉!" = 0.000128 ∙ 𝐷!.!""#$#

[1]

2
R = .972, RMSE = .030318
Variable top-diameter volume equation:
!.!"#$!%
𝑉!"# = 𝑉 ∙ (1 − 0.432896 ∙ 𝐷!
∙ 𝐷!!.!"!#$% )

[2]

2
R = .977, RMSE = .021128
where
3
VOB = stem volume (m )
3
VMOB= merchantable stem volume (m ) to a top diameter Dm;
D = diameter at breast height (cm);
3
V = total stem volume (m );
DM = upper stem merchantability limit (expressed as minimum diameter
in cm)

In table 5, five tree size classes and corresponding merchantable tree volumes are
presented. Table 5 is structured on the basis of prices reported in Ban Xienglom, En,
Thinsom and Phialat. Estimations of aggregated merchantable volumes for certain
number of trees are based on collected price data of standing trees (sold and common
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knowledge) during the field work and are placed to give a comparison to prices paid by
LPTP, BAFCO and Chinese actors. Volumes are calculated using diameters over the
bark and 12 cm minimum top diameter for merchantable logs is expected and set in
equations. A tree at the age of around 20 years represent of some 50% heartwood
proportion which is essential factor in sawing round logs into square logs. LPTP for
instance will allow logs as low diameter as 8 cm to be sold. However, such logs would
produce 6x6 cm square logs that were reported of having less demand on markets. With
12 cm round log a 8x8 cm square log can be attained and was reported to obtain a price
from any processor. Estimated average prices for LPTP and BAFCO were calculated for
A, B and C logs grades up to diameter of 26 cm. The diameter could have been limited
to 25 cm for the reason that logs are and will be sold generally in the age of around 20
years, with a dbh of around 22 cm. However the past sales have included larger trees
from older forests.

Table 5 Standing tree size/age classes and corresponding prices
Tree girth, cm
Tree diameter, cm
Tree age, years a

70
22
19-23

80
25
23-27

90
29
27-31

100
32
31-35

110
35
>34

Merchantable volume of a standing tree (overbark), m3 b

0,28

0,41

0,57

0,76

0,97

Number of trees to compile 1m3 of merchantable timber

3,57

2,44

1,75

1,32

1,03

96 333

122 308

185 271

221 154

200 000

321 107

290 641

312 442

291 791

205 281

Average price for standing tree, LAK c
Aggregated price for 1m3 of merchantable timber based
on collected data of standing tree prices, LAK
Average Chinese trader price (Souksavath 2015, three
interviewed middlemen) for all round logs in small-end
diameter range of 13-25 cm, LAK d
Average LPTP (2015) price for round logs of A, B and C
grade in diameter range of 10-25 cm, LAK d

1 676 923
785 000

Average Burapha (2015) price for round logs of A, B
and C grade in diameter range of 12-25 cm, LAK d

609 583

a

Age classes applied from data extracted from research result of NAFReC, Northern Forestry Training Center, Luang Prabang (2001)

b

Equations of Tewari et al. (2013) applied to calculate merchantable volume using 12cm minimum top-diameter of stem to be cut for
merchantable use

c

Average prices calculated based on data collected about prices paid by middlemen in interviews

d

Assuming that a stem is cut into round logs and diameter of logs is measured either at center or small-end
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An interesting factor occurs in estimations; the price for a merchantable cubic meter
from middlemen stays around the same in all tree size classes. Middlemen seem to
increase the price for a standing tree purely by tree volume not by desired dimensions in
processing (heartwood proportion). Larger trees can derive bigger lumber and hence
more value. Only one tree with a girth of 100 cm (dbh 32 cm) constitutes 0,76 m3 and
contains considerably higher percentage proportion of heartwood than a tree with 70 cm
girth (dbh 22 cm) but with respect to volume are worth of same. Taking into account that
middlemen are able to sell 1 m3 of merchantable teak timber out of 1,32 trees with the
girth of 100 cm and 1 m3 out of 3,57 trees with girth of 70 cm, evidently they know well
what price to set in for a tree at a particular age and size.
The average price paid by LPTP is set for logs at roadside of which cutting and hauling
costs are to be deducted hence it indicates lower actual price for a cubic meter. If the
trees are to be transported by truck to a sawmill in Luang Prabang it will cost 42 000 to
84 000 LAK/m3- 4,5 to 9,1 €/m3. Whereas the average price for BAFCO is set at mill
gate which in turn means that all the extracting and transportation costs are to be
deducted, indicating that logs delivered from Luang Prabang to Vientiane will not attain
even close to the price around 610 000 LAK/m3 – 66,4 €/m3. The transportation cost by
truck from Luang Prabang to Vientiane is around 250 000 LAK/m3 - 27,2 €/m3 (Burapha
2013). Furthermore, the list of administrative costs below has to be covered as well,
reducing the price more. Considering all involved steps, LPTP and BAFCO are not
paying comparatively high prices in relation to the burden for farmers of conducting
measurement, arranging harvesting and paper work. LPTP and BAFCO require all the
legal steps to be adopted and hence they supply wood that holds a ‘legal status’. On the
other hand, neither middlemen nor Chinese could pass the formalities even though they
are not as interested in following the regulatory path in principle. They would be happy
to simply transport all the timber straight to the border.
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According to Said (2015) study (see Annex 2), the following list of charges and fees
apply to timber sales. In LPTP case, the costs are covered by a farmer (otherwise
middleman would arrange those):
Pre-harvest inventory

7 000/m3

Cutting permission

30 000 - 50 000/m3

Log stamping

30 000/per time

Post-harvest inventory

10 000/m3

Transportation standard fee

16 000/m3 + a goodwill fee of 16 000/m3

Transport permit fee

20 000/per time

Moving permission

60 000/per time

Permit passage

100 000/per copy

According to the costs above each cubic meter will encompass a cost of 79 000 – 99 000
LAK and, employing assumed 12 m3 loading capacity of a truck in the calculation, there
is a cost of 17 500 LAK/m3 (210 000 LAK for 12 m3 batch). Hence, a cost of 1 158 000
LAK will incur for a truck full of logs. In total 96 500 – 116 500 LAK is to deduct from
the LPTP price of 785 000 LAK/m3 (BAFCO accordingly + some 250 000 LAK/m3 27,2 €/m3 for the transportation to Vientiane), giving a price of 688 500 LAK/m3.
Additionally, the extracting cost is already deducted from 688 500 LAK/m3. The
extracting costs, opportunity cost of time and effort put into procedures take the benefits
and relative prices down quite close to the middlemen prices. Therefore, one may
consider what is the contribution of following up with formalities to welfare and income,
while relatively similar prices are offered by middlemen, especially with the certification
since no premium is offered. As a reference to the prices in Table 5 and prices paid to
middlemen in Table 6, in Luang Prabang 1 m3 of teak timber is worth of 3,4 mil LAK
(Souksavath pers comm).
Even though the prices are lower with middlemen, the burden of licenses, papers,
inventories and making records of extracted trees is the main reason to lean on
middlemen in teak wood sales. While farmers perceive middlemen more convenient and
efficient as a selling channel, they could improve their skills in plantation management
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and require more attention from other actors in value chain. From the experience of this
study, the villagers’ perceptions and reasoning for such associations as LPTP to fail is
evident; as long as authorities are making ‘heaps’ of money and/or can avoid losing their
face in association with complications, the outcome progress of such initiatives will
reach only half way within the objective. Therefore, it is extremely important to have
foreign actors/parties involved to enforce and complete the initiatives. On the other
hand, outsiders are not likely to change the overall situation on domestic teak markets
until they are allowed to carry out practices that may not benefit the authorities in
monetary way and might impair their economic welfare. With respect to developed
markets where tree growers are directly connected to industry with no additional
intermediaries involved, Lao teak markets are highly favourable for costs to accumulate
step by step along the value chain. Several components must be improved in the future
to create robust affiliations for teak plantation activity with international market.
In estimating Net Present Value (NPV) for a plantation the selected length of rotation
period is essential variable in generating maximum economic yield. Middlemen should
compensate longer rotations when assessing prices for standing trees due to the
heartwood proportion increases by time. Therefore, with the prevailing prices there are
no incentives to apply longer rotation periods. From the economic point of view farmers
should apply rotation periods just to reach the minimum required dimensions (70 cm
girth) on the market and replant the plot again to produce a new crop. This is to occur
especially with the fact that Mean Annual Increment (MAI) of teak considerably slows
down after 20 years converting value increment into negative eventually. Nevertheless,
the shorter rotations will become, the lower will be the overall quality of Lao teak timber
on the market, which in turn deteriorates the reputation of Lao Teak and influence
negatively on drivers of planting teak. Considering farmers’ current susceptibility to sell
or occasionally bargain away premature teak trees, they should be encouraged to prolong
rotation periods. While regular rotations in India are closer to 60 years, plantations
producing large dimension and valuable teak. Respectively, middlemen are not paying
appropriate compensation for bigger trees with higher heartwood proportion where
dimensions enable more valuable lumber (wider planks e.g. for a table) in rich
heartwood colour to be produced, deriving more money to the manufacturer as an end
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product. Due to the significance of heartwood, middlemen are seeking for and selecting
large-sized trees as they derive the best profit under the processors desire for more
valuable heartwood.
In Xienglom one mainly operating middleman (lives there) was pointed out. There are a
few other middlemen operating occasionally but in principle they all come from Luang
Prabang and villages close by. The middleman in question is also a farmer group
enterprise leader. He acquires logs from Xienglom growers then subsequently saws the
logs into square logs at his own sawmill and sells to NWP Lao factory in Vientiane,
which exports finished furniture, or to a Chinese trader in local. He also sells round logs
but only to the Chinese traders/sawmill in Ban Kokngiew. In Xienglom on behalf of a
buyer, the way of acquiring logs is the following. The middleman performs teak
acquisitions in his own village. He surveys farmers’ willingness to sell teak and the
suitability of available teak resource for buyer’s needs. Then he makes a deal with
farmers and hires external people or employs his own labour to cut, prune and transport
the trees to his sawmill in Xienglom. In the end, the logs are cut into square logs and
changed for money.
Table 6 Prices received from Chinese trader with intention to export (LPTP 2015)
(figures in Table 6 were included in the calculations of Table 5)
Diameter at small end, cm

Price

per

cubic

meter,

LAK

13 - 14

700 000

15 - 17

1 200 000

18 - 19

1 700 000

>20

2 000 000

The Chinese in Xienglom (and apparently elsewhere) measure the diameter of logs on
the small end and pay prices as in the table 6. If the middleman sells to Chinese with 700
000 LAK/m3 – 76,2 €/m3, farmers are paid about 350 000 or 400 000 LAK/m3 – 38,1 or
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43,6 €/m3. Thus a farmer receives around 350 000 LAK/m3 and trader 350 000 LAK/m3,
out of which the middleman has to cover transportation costs to a certain in the nearby
area, normally not all the way to the border. As indicated before, all the transaction costs
related to teak sales can constitute up to half of sales value and vary greatly. Souksavath
(pers comm 2015) estimated that middleman’s compensation could be some 25% of the
teak log value at a sawmill gate. A probable trader’s compensation for assembling teak,
arranging a transportation to sawmills or to the vicinity of the border of China and
related paper work, varies between 175 000 – 700 000 LAK/m3. The amount depends on
the average size of sold logs, suitability (features) for intended end products,
transportation distances and the volume of sales. Middlemen obtain higher margins from
Chinese as they pay considerably higher prices for teak. The traders’ compensation is
paid on behalf of the processor or the buying quarter (Sypaserd pers comm). Evidently,
additional transaction costs are subject to and increase by the handling levels on the way
to an end product, leading to lower prices for the smallholders. Middlemen receive
money from square logs and farmers from round logs where the conversion volumes and
rates are to complicate the understanding of their business for other actors, occasionally
enabling them to benefit relatively more as the deals are ultimately closed between
middlemen and buyer. (Midgley and Souksavath pers comm).

5.2.2 Timber middleman study case in village Ban Nathan
This case study works to demonstrate transactions in conventional teak sales although
here a Chinese company was the buyer party. During the fieldwork, a teak sales
occasion was participated in where a middleman and two sales representatives of Ban
Nathan surveyed plantations with suitable raw material. This verified but also revealed
practices and steps of ‘normal’ wood sales, which with the procedure in question would
be considered illegal sales. Whereas, the legal way of performing a teak plantation sales
in compliance with Lao PDR laws and regulations is to follow scheduled steps as
presented in Annex 1 and Section 3.2.
The middleman and two villagers representing plantation owners participated in the plot
exploration. Two representatives were involved as they made a practical team knowing
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the area, owning equipment for harvesting and transportation and possessing necessary
practical expertise for planning the sales. The representatives had contacted the
middleman according to discussions between villagers on who is willing to sell trees and
what sort of timber was available. The group (five persons) visited several (6-9) plots
until the necessary number of logs in certain size class was found. Four different owners
got involved as their plots were surveyed. Two of these plots included trees that were
marked with red sprayed numbers and some specific sign of the buyer’s identification
for indicating unavailability. Hence, already marked trees were not bargained although
the signs may lose their matter when it comes to enough high amount of money.
Discussion within the group brought out that one of two marked plots was recently
visited by another buyer and made an offer for 130 trees. The price given to those trees
was 600 000 LAK per tree in spite of diameter, height, damages and other features.
Aforementioned amplifies the understanding that regularly the price is set as an average
for all trees bought in a stand, determined by overall condition and features of trees.
Within this stand diameters varied at scale of 28 - 47 cm.
The actual owner was not present but was contacted by mobile phone. The owner had
neither pre-information of the trader’s needs nor notification of such action. The
conversation took only a few minutes until agreement was done. The collected data of
this study demonstrates of little room for negotiation on prices between a middleman
and farmer. The middleman was operating under employee’s requirements and policy
having little power on outcome of the sales. The middleman selected 16 trees by spray
marking them and made an offer of 3,5 million LAK of which transportation costs are
readily deducted. He did not perform any measurement on the trees (girth, diameter,
height) while he obviously did the quality and volume assessment visually and
expressed the prices that can be paid for certain trees in the forest. The middleman noted
that normally a deal with such trees in corresponding diameter class holds a price of 2,5
mil LAK per 5 trees. However, this price includes harvesting, hauling and transportation
costs. In Ban Nathan, the cost of delivering a stem from plot to sawmill gate is around
50 000 LAK/tree whereas the corresponding cost in Ban Xienglom is around 30 000
LAK/tree or around 150 000 LAK/m3 (a tree with 70 cm girth - 0,33 m3 in overbark
volume, Midgley et al. 2012).
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Transportation cost is largely dependent of the distance from plot to roadside. Trees
marked were in diameter of 28 - 30 cm and at the age of 25 - 30 years, pruning was done
properly, thinning not. The trader did not need any assurance of heart-sapwood
proportions or management practices in the past while he obviously observed quality of
soil, stems and a number of damages on trees, thereby selecting only the trees according
to the actual buyer’s needs. The buyer, a Chinese sawmill in Ban Kokngiew, is
processing round logs into square logs and exporting into the Chinese market. The
sawmill uses off-cuts and waste wood from round logs in Luang Prabang and it is likely
that part of this material ends up on local markets as end products (flooring). By the
existing evidence of square log supply for Chinese market, one can realize this sawmill
serving by all means more Chinese teak markets than local markets. Nevertheless,
according to the price information attained in middlemens’ personal communications,
overall Chinese companies compensate farmers better compared to local companies and
employed traders/middlemen. Off the record, this undertaken sales was not only for teak
but in the first place for already collected Dipterocarpus wood from natural forest. With
respect to middlemen/traders, mixed sales with even a small volume of Dipterocarpus or
other rare high value hardwood from natural forest are highly attractive in terms of
profit.
The findings in this case study are in line with the study of Perdana and Roshetko
(2015), indicating the purchasing power of middlemen and the impacting Chinese
operations on Lao PDRs’ ground. Also the efficiency of courses during the case study
illustrates common tendency to contact a middleman at the time when quick money is
needed. The whole case was carried out smoothly and no suspicions appeared to emerge.
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5.3 Regulatory external environment from smallholders’
perspective
Depending on a farmer, they mostly do not want or they do not have time to fill in all
documents, carry out the procedures within the legal frame and comply with regulations
and steps in marketing trees by themselves (see Annex 3), when they can simply sell
trees to a trader/middleman who takes care of everything from the point of measuring
trees on. Thus no paperwork, licensing, certificates, pre-harvest inventories or other
time-consuming steps need to be performed on behalf of farmers. Middlemen are also
responsible for appearing tree quality, as the interviews with farmers indicated, they do
not cut, survey, grade or measure the trees prior to the payment, in other words they pay
for standing trees without any closer or more accurate assessment. Thereby, if they find
out defects, other negative and quality degrading factors for wood processing and enduse, those will go under trader’s/middlemen’s experience and cannot claim farmer for
refund any money. In this study, several farmers reported without a doubt that they find
middlemen as the most efficient and convenient channel of selling trees.
Ministry of Industry and commerce (MoIC) in cooperation with MAF issue all
transportation and export licences (Smith 2014). This was reported being a problem due
to MoIC does not process and issue the licences in cooperation with DAFO/PAFO that
operationally keeps track of and follow the undergoing actions in the field. In addition to
local middlemen, Chinese traders often know some Lao language and can be sent by
buyers down to Luang Prabang to execute sales. The raw material moving permission is
very significant in controlling wood flows, it can be issued to different actors and
presumably revised for different purposes. As our study indicates the MoIC has issued
permissions to either Chinese traders or their local representatives to arrange
transportations of round logs all the way to China or alternatively to sawmills owned by
them. A person having the nationality of Lao PDR can set up an enterprise in
cooperation with other nationalities which enables in this matter a Chinese wood
processing to place their own machinery and thereby integrate operative functions on the
ground of Lao PDR.
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Lattanavongkot (pers comm – Said 2014) commented on roadside inspections that there
are no fees (unofficial costs) imposed in connection with the inspections. While on the
contrary, two mill operators - Said 2014, Midgley (pers comm), Souksavath (pers
comm) and two middlemen in Luang Prabang commented that truck drivers can be
charged up to 1 000 baht (26 €) – 1 mil LAK (111 €) at each stop and that a truck could
expect at least three stops between Luang Prabang and Vientiane. Souksavath (pers
comm) reported the equivalent number of stops taking place between Luang Prabang
and the boarder of China. The fees involved are generally validated with giving a note
for overloaded truck or documents that are claimed incorrect. Such payments should not
be imposed when documents of transportation and load are in order. However, refusing
to pay may result in offloading the logs/timber to check the PAFO stamps or possible
blinds inside the load. Work and time burden for such search is too high and
consequently the 'unofficial' payment is paid in most cases.
Occasionally officers may have a reason to question the inside of the load since attempts
to export prohibited items and goods have been discovered as enclosed. Natural teak
logs or other restricted species may be hidden inside a truck load concealed with outer
square logs and in consequence of passing the control points drivers are ought to pay
‘compensation’ money even though no officer would unload batches without a real
reason. A common problem with transports is that even with fully legal documents
inspecting officers may claim additional ‘goodwill’ payments not to delay the transport.
At the border of China, the permission for transporting approved by MoIC is enough to
enable a batch cross the boarder. This contradicts with the reforms of government to
restrict exporting and control undesirable wood flows. Grace et al (2012) reports that
there are no roadside checkpoints since they were removed in 2012 by the authorities.
However viewing referred studies and our study, checking the load of trucks at roadside
can be called upon at need and it seems to be a normal way to monitor and control
timber flows especially when rent-seeking occurs. To remark DoFI can set up temporary
checkpoints for an inspection that no unauthorized activities happen at sawmills.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to examine the regulatory environment of smallholder teak farmers in
relation to timber marketing, and to determine what are the best current practices from
the smallholder farmer’s perspective. Many projects and legal reforms have been
undertaken in order to seek systematic sales channels and improved wood quality of Lao
timber in international markets. As global markets for teak are becoming more and more
unified with the sensitivity for ‘legal wood’ something is expected to happen. A proof of
certification on timber products indicating sustainable circumstances of the wood origin
is expected. However, currently a significant obstacle for viable implementation of
certifications and measures of responding to overseas market requirement is the current
transaction regime and forest policy system in Lao PDR. Said (2015) notes that as a
whole smallholder plantation activity in Lao PDR is typified by small volume individual
sales, premature dimensions of harvested trees from the market perspective and tree
sales for rather household monetary matters than industrial requirements. In association
with aforementioned, officers ultimately secure their own compensation and states
revenue. The external environment for teak growers, middlemen and wood processors is
highly regulated and dysfunctional compared to countries with systematic transaction
and market structure (Annex 2).
A major problem with affiliations with international markets is the lack of adequate teak
resource data. Formal inventories are still rare and used mainly with sales under external
initiative. The information on timber flows and wood movements remains poor.
Therefore pre- and post-harvest measures such as Management Plan and legal
documents for the land would play an important role in demonstrating land tenure,
mapping plantation resource, defining the terms of sales and improving plantation
management activities. At the moment, information on timber flows in Laos is being
collected by the governments’ agencies lacking a substantial part of information while
harvested wood is easy to bypass the registration points. Whereas, the control points for
wood transportation are not so easy to go around especially on the way to China. The
national policy among authorities allows shortcuts in formal processes but if goodwill
money is offended there will be further actions. Although the Chinese interventions, as
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external investments and aid projects, in a sense contribute to local people’s lives by
bringing money in and paying higher prices but on the other hand it complicates the
markets and hinders a standard market system to emerge in Lao PDR. As far as Chinese
offer good deals to local people for working as their representatives, the people will
continue help to consign and collect wood within villages, and hence facilitate the
process.
There are several barriers retarding the creation of systematically working market
channel for farmers within the current frame. Culture of consciously avoiding
challenging situations and contradictions with other people negatively impact on the
development of internal market efficiency. Projects and governing initiatives to address
and improve circumstances in the teak value chain must be devised carefully taking into
account ongoing social and structural obstacles. Key actors must comply with guidelines
and act in accordance with achieving the objectives. If authorities are showing reluctant
example of following up with requirements of reforms or development projects in
consequence the farmers will consider themselves only as potential targets to be
exploited and will not invest in already dysfunctional system (Annex 3).
Ambiguity in the roles of departments in imposing service charges and permissions
occasionally leads to duplicate payments and permits. Inconsistently levied harvesting
taxes and fees create a major disincentive for farmers to conduct wood sales by
themselves. Hence provincial variations create an incentive for wood to be transported to
Provinces with more favourable tax treatment. This has adverse consequences for local
downstream processing. Flat rate taxes and Provincial variations in the National Law
based on a unit price of sold timber should be reviewed taking into account the price
variations for different product types. Reviewing the legislative frame applies to all
transactions and activities conducted in connection with wood sales, not forgetting the
social factor of people’s behaviour.
In terms of equitable income in wood sales a thorough implementation of the developed
grading rules by Redman et al. (2015) for teak logs should be recognized and enforced
by the GoL. This would improve the marketability of teak wood products and enable the
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implementation of the rules by all actors. In addition there should be more networking
among the existing groups to coordinate sales, especially with thinnings. In principle
teak could be specified and so governed as an agricultural crop due to the fact that
smallholders do not make investments with teak but they set up a green bank. The
farmers would need further training on management practices, measurement, log grading
and market knowledge. In addition, they need viable and permanent access to farmer
cooperatives (group enterprises) of their village and a robust database through which to
markets. By increased understanding they could have more influence on activities in
teak value chain. For example such relevant knowledge as provided by Bailleires (pers
comm 2015) that heartwood proportion attained by coppicing is substantially smaller
than by primary planting at the age of around 15 years when teak plantations are
normally felled by the smallholders in Lao PDR.
One objective of this study was to examine the roles of smallholder teak middlemen and
map the transaction costs with authorities and middlemen. The results evidence the
important role of middlemen in smallholder teak marketing as searching and exploring
potential buyers and facilitating smallholders to meet the standard requirements set by
the buyers. This ‘search-efficient’ practice benefits smallholders as it shifts the risks of
unforeseen costs and prices incurred from promotion, inventory, and negotiations to the
middlemen’s side. As consequence, middlemen have to put downward pressure on the
price offered to smallholders for their teak.
In order to harmonize the old and new potential practices while maintaining contentment
within social links, PAFOs should approve the placement of middlemens’ activities
within farmer groups. However excessive margins have to be settled at a reasonable
level, sales should be in m3 (rather than standing trees), all sales should pass the group
and middlemen should pay a fee to the group as other members do. Insights into the
practice of smallholder teak marketing and the roles of middlemen with respect to risks,
costs and efficiency have been discussed and examined here and further studies on
allocating middlemen as a local actor into the value chain of teak should mark the
middlemen with a socio-economic status. Overall farmers’ decisions to sell trees through
middlemen result from overlapping policies by different institutional departments,
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complex legal frame and corruption, making international affiliations more difficult, and
thus cross-thinking within departments/agencies should be reinforced by the GoL.
Discretion and exceptions with sales help the current corrupt system to sustain. In this
context, at the time of timber sales DAFO officers can facilitate all the necessary
paperwork for a small fee and will arrange for a grower to ‘borrow’ a Yellow Certificate
(Permanent Land Use Certificate). It enables the farmer and middleman to claim that the
trees were ‘legally’ harvested hence in principle allowing the timber to be sold
internationally. For comfort the growers cop out of registering their land. Thus the
formal title is missing and traceability of wood becomes very challenging. To note DOFI
could cooperate with PoIC in monitoring factory production and exports. Thereby they
could maintain reliable records of timber flows and use them in permitting procedures.
With initializing reliable records both PoIC and PAFO should maintain the log list
records.
An issue with current certification system in Lao PDR is that the FSC is hardly
applicable in terms of smallholders and processors. This is due to high annual license
costs for cultivating plantations and operating sawmills without cooperation and
following audition costs giving no premium for timber. Prequisited plantation
registration appears to add little value/have no use other than when intending to sell land
or applying for certification. The plantation registration is assumed to be the basic
requirement for wood sales operations but in fact does not determine whether trees can
be sold or not. On a larger scale and ideally, it is expected to demonstrate land tenure
and thereby the origin of wood. However, our study and references (Smith 2014, Said
2015, Midgley (pers comm) 2015 and Ling et al. 2014) indicate that only a fraction of
plantations is registered formally.
According to Said (2015), only the transaction costs of timber sales are some 6% of
sales value nevertheless other costs incurred to farmers raise the level significantly
higher up to 50% because of facilitation payments, alternative costs of time and other
dubious charges by officers. With the cooperatives grower groups are not viable alone in
villages due to low sales volumes. The possible improvement of placing more
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convenient and cheaper timber tracking system could increase transparency and decrease
the number of unwanted steps along the value chain. The need for an improved timber
tracking system is recognized among stakeholders, and would create a uniform
environment for the trade of teak timber. Through LPTP kinds of projects, the area of
registered forests could be expanded and the ways of trading teak logs could be
standardized in order to make fair and widely recognized market system for teak.
Aforementioned components concerning the smallholder teak supply should be
addressed in order to raise farmers’ own motivation and enable members’ positive
contribution to TGAs. At present, the wide set of regulations is suppressing the desire to
cultivate teak as enhancing livelihoods among farmers. Establishing grower associations
and centralizing administration for aggregated wood sales have already contributed to
local regime. There is a widely recognized need for a benchmarking system for different
log qualities in order to help growers achieve a fair value for their trees. This would
enable sawmills to specify and pay for logs of a known quality while ensuring that the
wood and products will meet the requirements of their customers.
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ANNEX 1 – Lao PDR map – study areas
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ANNEX 2 – Timber sales case study
Said (2015) case study on timber sale cost data – Luang Prabang Province
(Adapted from data provided by the Luang Prabang Teak Program and The Forests Trust)
Sale number
Description

Levied by

Unit of charge

Average (LAK)
WS1/2009 (Note 1)

WS2/’09-10 (Note 2) WS1/2011 (Note 3) WS2/2011 (Note 4)

WS3/2011 (Note 5)

Non LPTP 2011
(Note 6)

WS4/2011 (FSC)
(Note 7)

WS1/2012 (FSC)
WS2/2012 (Note 9)
(Note 8)

Volume (m3)

10,425

155

43,4

21,759

13,151

130

20,598

68,75

FSC 90.55 NonFSC 16.55

Value (LAK)

10,000,000

103,758,751

22,936,888

12,019,240

7,649,703

75,400,000

19,964,965

49,328,006

71,016,973

959,233

669,412

528,500

552,380

581,682

580,000

969,267

717,498

663,090

417,000

1,078,000

203,000

226,000

170,000

701,000

263,000

313,000

557,000

1,165,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

60,000

30,000

30,000

60,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

10,000

50,000

80,000

Average value
(LAK per m3)
Costs
associated with
sale
Pre-harvest
inventory

DAFO

LAK per m 3

7

Cutting
permission
(document fee)

PFS

Flat fee
(generally)

30

Document fee

DAFO

Flat fee

10

Document fee

PAFO

Flat fee

Log
measurement
fee

DAFO

LAK per m 3

5

130,000

1,162,500

325,000

208,000

Stamping fee

PFS

LAK per m 3

10

100,000

1,550,000

434,000

270,000

PFS staff perdiems for
stamping

PFS

LAK per person
per day

35

30,000

PFS staff petrol
for stamping

PFS

LAK per person
per day

20

Document fee

PTD

Moving Goods
Permission

PTD

Moving
Permission

PFS

Flat fee

10,000

30,000

980,000

515,000

806,000

130,000

1,306,000

680,000

1,074,000

30,000

30,000

60,000

30,000

35,000

100,000

100,000

200,000

400,000

200,000

115,000

210,000

8,000

30,000

56,000

50,000

200,000

210,000

100,000

100,000

200,000

30,000

60,000

30,000

30,000

30

1,105,000

Petrol for PTD
staff for log
check before
loading onto

30,000

30,000

207,000

100,000

Document fee at
District Financial
Office

20,000

Total transaction
costs

875,000

6,060,500

1,392,000

960,000

750,000

3,987,000

740,000

1,768,000

2,867,000

Transaction
costs per m 3 (%
of sale value)

83,933 (8.75%)

39,100 (5.84%)

32,074 (6.07,%)

44,120 (7.99%)

57,030 (9.80%)

30,669 (5.29%)

35,926 (3.71%)

25,716 (3.58%)

26,769 (4.04%)

985,000

7,058,000

868,000

554,000

263,000

5,229,000

422,000

1,375,000

2,149,000

Profit / turnover
tax

1,546,000

4,941,000

Royalty
(Resource Tax)

285,000

3,106,000

Other charges

Income tax

DAFO

LAK per m 3

Inspection Fee

1,200,000

Other Charges

4,035,000

Total other
charges

1,000,000

2,816,000

20,340,000

868,000

554,000

263,000

6,229,000

422,000

1,375,000

2,149,000

Other charges
per m 3 (% of
sale value)

270,120 (28.16%)

131,226 (19.60%)

20,000 (3.78%)

25,461 (4.61%)

20,000 (3.44%)

47,915 (8.26%)

20,487 (2.11%)

20,000 (2.79%)

20,065 (3.03%)

Total transaction
costs and other
charges

3,691,000

26,400,500

2,260,000

1,514,000

1,013,000

10,216,000

1,162,000

3,143,000

5,016,000

Total
transaction
costs and other
charges per m3

354,052 (36.91%)

170,352 (25.44%)

52,074 (9.85%)

69,580 (12.60%)

77,028 (13.24%)

78,585 (13.55%)

56,413 (5.82%)

45,716 (6.37%)

46,835 (7.06%)
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Said (2015) notes:
1.

LPTP and farmers completed pre-harvest inventory and post-harvest log measurement.

2.

Farmer did pre-harvest inventory. Log measurement was undertaken by DAFO. Plantation teak (aged 15 – 20 years) sale
to sawmill in Vientiane. 824 trees, 3123 logs, vol. 155 m

3

3.

Farmers completed pre-harvest inventory and log measurement. Document fees were paid by the buyer.

4.

Farmers completed pre-harvest inventory and log measurement. Document fees were paid by the buyer.

5.

Farmers completed pre-harvest inventory and log measurement. Document fees were paid by the buyer.

6.

Private sale, not sourced from a LPTP supported village. Very time-consuming. Involved arrangement of two Plantation
Certificates at a cost of 500 000 LAK each

7.

FSC wood

8.

FSC wood

9.

Mainly emergency wood sale due to road construction clearing. Included both FSC and non-FSC wood

Said (2015) general comments:
•

Reduction in overall taxes is largely due to clarification with Government as to what is and is not required. Said that there
had been a lot of uncertainty previously causing farmers to pay taxes that were not their responsibility

•

Some taxes (and charges were variable and rates were not specified

•

The legal basis of some of the charges was unclear

•

Felt that the overall cost to farmers was too high – e.g. 6% of wood sales price paid to government simply to allow
farmers to harvest their own wood

•

The time taken to arrange payment of taxes was felt to be a very significant imposition (mostly carried out by LPTP staff
during the period of these sales) and was a constraint to being able to deliver wood in a timely manner
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ANNEX 3 – Issues raised in ACIAR meeting
The participation in ACIAR meeting in Vientiane on 12th of November 2015 provided
and emphasized many ongoing and relevant issues concerning teak management and
market channels in Lao PDR for teak smallholders. Recognized structural issues in Lao
teak value chain were the following: lack of implementation of agreed resolution at local
scale, links of researchers in key agencies, conflicting laws between agencies, poor
information base and legal regulatory frame of wood sales being too complex for
farmers. Recognized measures in policy and regulatory frame for improving the
efficiency and distribution of benefits along the value chain of teak are described below.
Forest production cluster should develop a policy to support short rotation (unexpected
needs) and secure quick returns, reinforce smaller higher value mills hence more
competition for wood, offer support for simple technology implementation and define
value and value for who.
Processing cluster should place technical advisory services/center, promote marketing
and trading, improve quality and reliability of supply, structure market linkages to
growers, give support for small industry investment in new equipment while Chinese
have already taken the action to place sawmills for round log processing and using new
equipment to produce square logs of higher quality and other lumber.
Harvest and transport cluster should tackle crowded regulatory supply chain, subtract the
steps in regulatory process of harvesting trees and facilitate the application of
certification (legality standards).
The following elements were also raised in the meeting but also reported by LPTP staff.
There are many practical regulative measures to control tree felling in Luang Prabang
Province. For example among villagers, one must have an approval for the chainsaw
from DAFO/PAFO until when the chainsaw is kept in the DAFOs facilities in order to
control the use among villagers and hence prevent illegal logging. In the context of
processor supervision; in-going and out-going volume figures are surveyed to follow
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recovery rates and subsequently sawmills reinforced to utilize logs better. With exports
aforementioned survey ocjects in conjunction with a number of administered steps take a
lot of time until a container full of teak timber can be sealed. Furthermore in Northern
Lao PDR it may take three weeks to ship a container while by contrast in Vietnam it is
normally done in 24 hours what is a major problem when booking shipments. Delays
which happen frequently are highly probable to cause missed schedule of a buyer and
dissolved agreements in the future. The export limitations have resulted circulating in
wood transports e.g. delivering wood to Vientiane sawmills, then exported to Chiang
Mai and from there to China (alternative channels to China, one way or another)
(Bounchan per comm).
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ANNEX 4 – Tree farmer questionnaire

Village Name_____________ ___________
Date: ________________
Country
Region
District
Village
Sub-village

1. Household information:
1.1 Name of the interviewee:

Mr/Mrs/Ms

Education:

1.2 Head of the household
1.3 Marital status:
1.4 Age:
1.5 Ethnic group
1.6 Family members (number)
living at the farm, number of

Adults

Children

Children living with parents

children
1.7 How many years have
you/has your family owned your

Interviewee since

farm?
1.8 Have you any plans to sell
your farm in near future (in

Yes../ No

coming 5-10 yrs)?
1.9 Do you have a formal title for

Yes../ No

your lands? Current holder name
(husband/wife/both/other)
1.9 Who will continue farming
after you in the farm?
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Family since

1.10 Heritance to

several children
one of the children
another person
The farm will be sold
Other, what?

1.12 Total HH income last year
(2014) (agriculture and other
sources: wood sales, labour, other
business – specify the most
important source)
Was last year’s income in a
normal level?

2. Farm details
2.2

Do you live permanently in the village/your farm?
yes /no /yes, except ___
If you do not live permanently in the village/on your farm, how many
kilometres distance you have from your home to the farm?
______________ km
Do you own other farms? Total area of your farms?
yes/ no _______________ ha/acres

2.3 How many persons work in
the farm

2.4 Main crops in the farm and
their area (in ha/acres) and

_________ (permanent) ____________ (temporary)

Crop

Area (ha/acres), production
(bags/kg per year)

production
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Own use/sales (bags)

2.5 Self-sufficiency of food

Which foods your farm produces sufficiently for your own use?

2.6 Number of livestock

How many animals you have in your farm (number, sales/own use)

2.7 Do you have any (natural)

ha/acres

forest in your farm
2.8 Other land

How much other land you have in your farm (ha/acres)?
Wasteland
Fallow land

2.9 Ownership

Type of ownership of the planted areas:
private, customary, leasehold, community lands

3. Tree plantation details
3.1 Total area of the
farm (ha/acres)
3.2 Tree plantation

Total area

area
Species planted, year of planting, former use of land
Species

Area
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Year

Former use of land

3.3 Purpose of the tree
plantation

Is your tree plantation for
Commercial wood production
Fire wood
Own use (construction, firewood)
Do/did you have a plan where to sell the trees - where?
yes / no __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

3.4 Seedlings and

Where did you get/buy seedlings/seeds used on your plantation?

materials

Seeds:
Seedlings/stumps:

3.5 Management

What kind of forest management activities have been carried out on your
plantation?
Year

Year

Year

firelines
replanting
weeding
slashing
pruning
thinning
none – why?

3.6

If you’re doing pruning, at which age you normally do the first pruning and how
many times you do it before harvest?

Why you’re doing pruning (what benefits you see in pruning)?

3.7 Investment

How much have you invested your own money and your family time on your
plantation? When? Visited teak plot
Phase

Time
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Money (hired

(days/yr) –

labour, seedlings)

own time
Establishment (Year meaning plot
establishment year)
Year_______

Slashing
Year_______
Year_______
Year_______

Pruning
Year_______
Year_______
Year_______
Thinning, Final cut
3.8

Have you been using intercropping on this plantation? How many years?
Yes / No

3.9

Have you been using intercropping on other woodlots? For how many years?
Yes / No

3.10

________years

________years

After harvesting the trees, are you planning to grow agricultural crops on your
woodlots? For how many years? If not, what will happen to the woodlot area?
Yes / No

3.11

________years

At which age you’re planning to sell/cut the trees on this woodlot? ______yrs
At which age you normally cut/sell trees? _______ yrs
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3.12 Expectations for
tree planting

What kind of benefits and problems you see in tree planting?
Expectation

a)

Benefits

fodder/fire wood/construction wood
some NTFP for own use or sale
soil protection from erosion
protection of biodiversity/nature
water management (improving water
quantity/quality)
protection of the farm from encroachment/illegal
invasion
farm value increase (to sell/inherit)
protection against wind/wind erosion
improving the landscape
providing shade
improve local microclimate
improving the recreational values and touristic
potential
combat against climate change/carbon credits
opportunities to work on the farm

others (specify)

b) Problems

reduced availability of agricultural/pasture land
deterioration of landscape values
excessive amount of work
too much shade
high investment risk
long period before trees produce income
inadequate information/knowledge
high tree mortality (specify reason)

complicated procedures with authorities
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conflicts with neighbours of land use

others (specify)

3.13 Firewood and

Where do you get your timber from now?

timber
And in the future?

3.14 Incentives

Have you participated or do you currently participate in a
reforestation/afforestation programme:
no / yes
name of the programme
How many years did you participate/you have participated in the programme
years
Have you received support to your tree plantations? From where/whom?
yes../ no
What kind of support you received and how much?
credit/loan
grant
seedlings
fertilizers
labour
extension support
other

3.15

If you have received a private credit/loan for tree planting, have you been or will
you be able to pay it back?
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yes../no../ don’t know
3.16

Why?

Significance of the incentives received – was it important in decision making on
plantation establishment?
Very important
somewhat important
not important

3.17

How much do you estimate that you have lost potential agricultural produce due
to tree planting (amount/value – annual and total) – bags/acre

3.18 Organization

Are you a member in a tree growers association or a forest cooperative?
yes / no
What kind of support you have received through the association/cooperative?

4. Extension support and Plantation management
4.1 Training

Where did you learn tree plantation management?

4.2 Technical support

Have you received any extension/technical support in plantation establishment

& management

and management? List support below.
Which organization provided the extension service?
(NGO, government, private, TGA/cooperative)
How would you qualify the extension services (very good/sufficient/poor)
Plantation phase/activity (planning,
species/site selection, preparation,
establishment, replanting, early
years management such as
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Year

Organization

Quality of
service

weeding, pruning, slashing
thinnings, marketing/selling, final
cut)

4.3

Have you had problems in tree growing? What kind?

4.4

How do you qualify plantation tree growth (by species)?
Excellent / Good / Average / Low
species

growth

Measured plot
Other woodlots
4.5

Have you had any conflicts with neighbours/community members on tree
planting/land use? What kind (e.g. water, pastoralism, fire)? How did you solve
it?

4.6 Sales

Have you already sold trees from your plantation (last sale)?
Species

Year

Volume sold/no of

price per m3/stem – if not

stems – age of the trees

known, total value

If selling timber specify

How did you sell your trees
(Marketing channel: middleman, directly to a manufacturer, through
cooperative/association, other)?
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4.7

How the volume or number of trees to be sold was assessed? (visual assessment
or grading rules – and which, if known)?

Who performed measurement and grading on the trees, did you observe?

Were the sold trees measured in advance or at the moment of sale or at all?

What are local ways of measuring normally? (tree girth (where on the tree),
LAR (cubic yard, but they put 1.2m), pole classes (dbh etc), allowances (quite
some informal but wide spread ones, like 10cm either end and 1-3 cm)

4.8

How was the price negotiated/agreed?

Did you have any knowledge of wood market prices at the time of sale?
Do you know what the logs are used for and how much they are worth at certain
point (if they know value at any point of sale e.g millgate, ex works suqare log,
square landed vietiane/china etc.)?

4.9

Have you had difficulties in selling? What kind?

4.10

What procedures you have to go through to get the cutting/selling licence?

4.11

How much has it cost to get the necessary licences (government fees/other
costs)
__________ fees
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__________ other costs
4.12

Who performed the cutting and sawing and what tools were used?

How long did it take to buyer to harvest the trees?

How many persons were working in harvesting?

How long did it take to transport the logs from the yard?

4.13

Did you receive the money
a) right after measurement
b) at the time of harvest/grading
c) I have not received the money (yet)

4.14

Is your contract of sale detailed and scheduled, so that you know the process?
Yes / No

4.15

If you apply thinning - what is obtained wood used for?

Have you been able to sell wood from thinnings and where?

4.16 Future

Are you planning to plant more trees in coming 5 years?
Absolutely / Most likely yes / Maybe / Most likely not / No / Don’t know
If yes, why and under which conditions?

If not, why?
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4.17

Which species you would prefer to plant and why?
Species:
Why?

4.18

Have you ever been planting trees on a mixed stand? Do you prefer plantation
planted with single species or mixed plantations? Why?
Single / mixed

4.19

How are you planning to use the trees planted in the future (by species)?
Species
Cut and sell timber
Cut firewood
Keep the plantation as
reserve
Other (what?)

4.20

In your opinion, what is a good tree plantation (describe with own words)?

Do you think your tree plantation is good? Why?
Yes/No
4.21

Would you apply for tree planting support/incentives in the future?
Yes / No
Why?
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4.22 How would you use/invest the extra money from tree planting?
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